Export Editions 2015_2016
Small Great Things : A Novel
9780425286029, 0425286029
Pub Date: 4/11/17, On Sale Date: 4/11
$7.99
480 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Contemporary Women
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
Thrice the Brinded Cat Hath Mew'd : A Flavia de Luce Novel
9780425286630, 0425286630
Pub Date: 3/21/17, On Sale Date: 3/21
$7.99
352 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Mystery & Detective
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
Dead Letters : A Novel
9780399591235, 0399591230
Pub Date: 3/21/17, On Sale Date: 3/21
$17.00
352 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Ballantine Books
Summary: This stunning new novel is Jodi Picoult at her
finest—complete with unflinching insights, richly layered
characters, and a page-turning plot with a gripping moral
dilemma at its heart.
Ruth Jefferson is a labor and delivery nurse at a Connecticut
hospital with more than twenty years’ experience. During her
shift, Ruth begins a routine checkup on a newborn, only to be told
a few minutes later that she’s been reassigned to another patient.
The parents are white supremacists and don’t want Ruth, who is
African American, to touch their chi...

Dell
Summary: Hailed as “a combination of Eloise and
Sherlock Holmes” by The Boston Globe, Flavia de Luce
returns in a much anticipated new Christmas mystery
from award-winning and New York Times bestselling
author Alan Bradley.
In spite of being ejected from Miss Bodycote’s Female Academy in
Canada, twelve-year-old Flavia de Luce is excited to be sailing
home to England. But instead of a joyous homecoming, she is
greeted on the docks with unfortunate news: Her father has fallen
ill, and a hospital visit will have to wait while he rests. But with
Fl...

Random House
Summary: A missing woman leads her twin sister on a
literary scavenger hunt in this juicy, clever debut thriller
for readers of Luckiest Girl Alive and Reconstructing
Amelia.
“Ahoy, Ava! Welcome home, my sweet jet-setting twin! So
glad you were able to wrest yourself away from your
dazzling life in the City of Light; I hope my ‘death’ hasn’t
interrupted anything too crucial.”
Ava Antipova has her reasons for running away: a failing family
vineyard, a romantic betrayal, a mercurial sister, an absent father,
a mother slipping into dementia. In Pa...

Export Editions 2015_2016
All the Rivers : A Novel
9780399591204, 0399591206
Pub Date: 3/7/17, On Sale Date: 3/7
$20.00
256 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Contemporary Women
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Random House

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Twelve Bullets of Samuel Hawley : A Novel
9780399591228, 0399591222
Pub Date: 2/28/17, On Sale Date: 2/28
$20.00
400 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
My Not So Perfect Life : A Novel

The Dial Press
Summary: A father protects his daughter from the legacy of his
criminal past in this stunning new novel from the prize-winning
author of The Good Thief—for readers of The Goldfinch and The
Story of Edgar Sawtelle.

The Dial Press

9780399591174, 0399591176
Pub Date: 2/7/17, On Sale Date: 2/7
$20.00
464 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Humorous
Territory: US,CAN,OpnMkt(no EU)

Export Editions 2015_2016
Disruptor
9781524719128, 1524719129
Pub Date: 2/7/17, On Sale Date: 2/7
$12.00
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Action & Adventure
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Dark at the Crossing : A novel
9781524711030, 1524711039
Pub Date: 1/24/17, On Sale Date: 1/24
$18.00
256 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Delacorte Press
Summary: For readers of Sarah J. Maas and of Marie Lu’s
Legend trilogy comes Disruptor, the sequel to Traveler,
the thrilling conclusion to the Seeker series.
Quin has spent her life as her father’s pawn. She was trained to
kill and manipulated to guarantee her family’s power. And now
that she’s broken free of that life, she’s found herself trapped
again, hostage to a plot that has been centuries in the making.
It’s taken generations for the pieces to come together, and finally
all is in place. Her best friend Shinobu’s mind has been corrup...

Knopf
Summary: From the author of the acclaimed Green on
Blue, a timely new novel of stunning humanity and
tension: a contemporary love story set on the Turkish
border with Syria.
Haris Abadi is a man in search of a cause. An Arab American with
a conflicted past, he is now in Turkey, attempting to cross into
Syria and join the fight against Bashar al-Assad’s regime. But he is
robbed before he can make it, and is taken in by Amir, a
charismatic Syrian refugee and former revolutionary, and Amir’s
wife, Daphne, a sophisticated beauty haunted by grief. As...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Fifth Petal : A Novel
9780451497291, 0451497295
Pub Date: 1/24/17, On Sale Date: 1/24
$18.00
448 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Contemporary Women
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Animators : A Novel
9780399589584, 0399589589
Pub Date: 11/29/16, On Sale Date: 11/29
$18.00
384 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: World

Crown
Summary: Brunonia Barry, New York Times bestselling
author of The Lace Reader, returns to her contemporary,
otherworldly Salem with this spellbinding new thriller, a
complex brew of suspense, seduction, and murder.
Salem’s chief of police, John Rafferty, now married to gifted lace
reader Towner Whitney, investigates a 25-year-old triple homicide
dubbed “The Goddess Murders,” in which three young women, all
descended from accused Salem witches, were slashed one
Halloween night. Aided by Callie Cahill, the daughter of one of the
victims who has re...

Random House
Summary: For readers of Meg Wolitzer and Adelle
Waldman, and in the tradition of The Amazing Adventures
of Kavalier & Clay, comes a bold and vibrant debut novel
about friendship, art, ambition—and the secrets we keep
and the burdens we shed on the road to adulthood.
She was the first person to see me as I had always wanted to be
seen. It was enough to indebt me to her forever.
At a private East Coast college, two young women meet in art
class. Sharon Kisses, quietly ambitious but self-doubting, arrives
from rural Kentucky. Mel Vaught, brash, un...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Bear and the Nightingale : A Novel
9780399593284, 0399593284
Pub Date: 1/10/17, On Sale Date: 1/10
$18.00
336 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Fantasy
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Power of Meaning : Crafting a Life That Matters
9780451497307, 0451497309
Pub Date: 1/10/17, On Sale Date: 1/10
$18.00
288 pages
Trade Paperback
Self-Help / Personal Growth
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Del Rey
Summary: A magical debut novel for readers of Naomi
Novik’s Uprooted, Erin Morgenstern’s The Night Circus,
and Neil Gaiman’s myth-rich fantasies, The Bear and the
Nightingale spins an irresistible spell as it announces the
arrival of a singular talent with a gorgeous voice.
At the edge of the Russian wilderness, winter lasts most of the
year and the snowdrifts grow taller than houses. But Vasilisa
doesn’t mind—she spends the winter nights huddled around the
embers of a fire with her beloved siblings, listening to her nurse’s
fairy tales. Above ...

Crown
Summary: For anyone exhausted or disillusioned by the
perpetual pursuit of personal happiness, here is the
antidote: a book about the pursuit of meaning, a better
route to a fulfilling life
Americans have a lot to be happy about. Entertainment is always
at the tip of our fingers. Companies tempt employees with junk
food and video games. We have apps that enable us to order
pizza or have our laundry picked up with the tap of a button. In
short, our culture is obsessed with the good life. Yet, we’re more
dissatisfied than ever. In The Power of Mea...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Most Dangerous Place on Earth : A Novel
9780399589577, 0399589570
Pub Date: 1/10/17, On Sale Date: 1/10
$18.00
288 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: World

Export Editions 2015_2016
Idaho : A Novel

Random House
Summary: A captivating debut novel for readers of
Celeste Ng’s Everything I Never Told You and Curtis
Sittenfeld’s Prep—The Most Dangerous Place on Earth
unleashes an unforgettable cast of characters into a realm
known for its cruelty and peril: the American high school.
In an idyllic community of wealthy California families, new
teacher Molly Nicoll becomes intrigued by the hidden lives of her
privileged students. Unknown to Molly, a middle school tragedy in
which they were all complicit continues to reverberate for “her”
kids: Nick, the brill...

Random House

9780399591211, 0399591214
Pub Date: 1/3/17, On Sale Date: 1/3
$17.00
336 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Because of the Sun
9781524719135, 1524719137
Pub Date: 1/3/17, On Sale Date: 1/3
$12.00
272 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Family / Parents
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
When Breath Becomes Air
9780399590405, 0399590404
Pub Date: 1/3/17, On Sale Date: 1/3
$12.00
256 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Personal
Memoirs
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Delacorte Press
Summary: From the backyards of suburban Florida to the
parched desert of New Mexico, Because of the Sun
explores the complexity of family, the saving grace of
friendship, and the healing that can begin when the truth
is brought to light.

Dani learned to tolerate her existence in suburban Florida with her
brash and seemingly unloving mother by embracing the
philosophy Why care? It will only hurt. So when her mother is
killed in a sudden and violent manner, Dani goes into an even
deeper protection mode, total numbness. It’s the only way she
can go...

Random House
Summary: #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • For readers
of Atul Gawande, Andrew Solomon, and Anne Lamott, this
inspiring, exquisitely observed memoir finds hope and
beauty in the face of insurmountable odds as an idealistic
young neurosurgeon attempts to answer the question
What makes a life worth living?
At the age of thirty-six, on the verge of completing a decade’s
worth of training as a neurosurgeon, Paul Kalanithi was diagnosed
with stage IV lung cancer. One day he was a doctor treating the
dying, and the next he was a patient struggling to liv...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Bloodline (Star Wars)
9781101965986, 1101965983
Pub Date: 12/1/16, On Sale Date: 12/1
$7.99
416 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Science Fiction / Space Opera
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Del Rey
Summary: NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the
author of Star Wars: Lost Stars comes a thrilling novel set
in the years before the events of Star Wars: The Force
Awakens.
“Unmissable…Bloodline’s tense politics, vivid new
characters, and perfectly characterized Leia make it feel as
central to the Star Wars universe as one of the films.”
—Tor.com
WITNESS THE BIRTH OF THE RESISTANCE
When the Rebellion defeated the Empire in the skies above Endor,
Leia Organa believed it was the beginning to a lasting peace. But
after decades of vicious infighting and ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Spy : A novel
9781524711085, 152471108X
Pub Date: 11/22/16, On Sale Date: 11/22
$18.00
208 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US,CAN,OpnMkt(no EU)

Knopf
Summary: In his new novel, Paulo Coelho, best-selling
author of The Alchemist and Adultery, brings to life one of
history’s most enigmatic women: Mata Hari. The story of
her celebrated yet mysterious life as an exotic dancer and
courtesan, and her controversial execution as a spy
during the First World War unfolds as a fascinating firstperson narrative of self-creation and bravery.
Her only crime was to be an independent woman: “I do not
know if the future will remember me, but if it should, may no one
ever view me as a victim, but as someone w...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Born a Crime

Spiegel & Grau

9780399590443, 0399590447
Pub Date: 11/15/16, On Sale Date: 11/15
$18.00
288 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Personal
Memoirs
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Island People : The Caribbean and the World
9780451494276, 045149427X
Pub Date: 11/15/16, On Sale Date: 11/15
$18.00
496 pages
Trade Paperback
Travel / Caribbean & West Indies
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Knopf
Summary: A masterwork of travel literature and of
history: voyaging from Cuba to Jamaica, Puerto Rico to
Trinidad, Haiti to Barbados, and islands in between,
Joshua Jelly-Schapiro offers a kaleidoscopic portrait of
each society, its culture and politics, connecting this
region’s common heritage to its fierce grip on the world’s
imagination.
From the moment Columbus gazed out from the Santa María’s
deck in 1492 at what he mistook for an island off Asia, the
Caribbean has been subjected to the misunderstandings and
fantasies of outsiders. Running...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Turbo Twenty-Three : A Stephanie Plum Novel
9780345543035, 0345543033
Pub Date: 11/15/16, On Sale Date: 11/15
$18.00
320 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Women
Sleuths
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Testimony
9780451497284, 0451497287
Pub Date: 11/15/16, On Sale Date: 11/15
$20.00
512 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Composers
& Musicians
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Travelers : A Novel
9780451498885, 0451498887
Pub Date: 11/10/16, On Sale Date: 11/10
$7.99
624 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
A Country Road, A Tree
9781101972304, 1101972300
Pub Date: 11/3/16, On Sale Date: 11/3
$12.50
304 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Bantam
Summary: Speed is the name of the game as Stephanie Plum
returns in Turbo Twenty-Three—the thrilling, fast-paced new
adventure from #1 New York Times bestselling author Janet
Evanovich.

Crown Archetype
Summary: A spellbinding memoir from one of rock’s
greatest storytellers
Robbie Robertson’s singular contributions to popular music have
made him one of the most beloved songwriters and guitarists of
all time. But few could have expected that a young Canadian
would pen some of this past century’s most distinctively American
songs, music that seems soaked in the mythology and traditions
of the Old South. With songs like “The Weight,” “The Night They
Drove Old Dixie Down,” and “Up on Cripple Creek,” Robertson
and his partners in the Band introduced...

Crown
Summary: International thriller from the New York Times
bestselling and Edgar Award-winning author of The
Expats and The Accident, now available in an international
edition
Will Rhodes is a travel writer, recently married, and barely
solvent, his idealism rapidly giving way to disillusionment and the
worry that he’s living the wrong life. Then one night, on
assignment for the award-winning Travelers magazine in the wine
region of Argentina, a beautiful woman makes him an offer he
can’t refuse. Soon Will’s bad choices—and dark secrets—take him
ac...

Vintage
Summary: From the best-selling author of Longbourn, a
haunting new novel of spies and artists, passion and
danger, hope in the face of despair
Paris, 1939. The pavement rumbles with the footfall of Nazi
soldiers marching along the Champs-Élysées. A young, unknown
writer—Samuel Beckett—recently arrived from Ireland to make his
mark, smokes one last cigarette with his lover before the city
they know is torn apart. Soon he will put them both in mortal
danger by joining the Resistance…
Through it all we are witness to the workings of a uniquely bril...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Everything, Everything
9781524719142, 1524719145
Pub Date: 11/1/16, On Sale Date: 11/1
$11.50
320 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Social Themes / New
Experience
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Delacorte Press
Summary: The Instant #1 New York Times Bestseller

If you love Eleanor and Park, Hazel and Augustus, and Mia
and Adam, you’ll love the story of Maddy, a girl who’s
literally allergic to the outside world, and Olly, the boy
who moves in next door…and becomes the greatest risk
she’s ever taken. This innovative and heartfelt debut novel
unfolds via vignettes, diary entries, illustrations, and
more.

My disease is as rare as it is famous. Basically, I’m allergic to the
world. I don’t leave my house, have not left my house in
seventeen years. The only ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Sun Is Also a Star
9781524716301, 1524716308
Pub Date: 11/1/16, On Sale Date: 11/1
$11.50
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Social Themes /
Emotions & Feelings
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Delacorte Press
Summary: Be the first to read the dazzling new novel
from Nicola Yoon, the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Everything, Everything
Natasha: I’m a girl who believes in science and facts. Not fate.
Not destiny. Or dreams that will never come true. I’m definitely
not the kind of girl who meets a cute boy on a crowded New York
City street and falls in love with him. Not when my family is
twelve hours away from being deported to Jamaica. Falling in
love with him won’t be my story.
Daniel: I’ve always been the good son, the good student, living
...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Circle (MTI)
9781101973783, 1101973781
Pub Date: 11/1/16, On Sale Date: 11/1
$8.99
512 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Whole Town's Talking : A Novel
9780399589560, 0399589562
Pub Date: 11/29/16, On Sale Date: 11/29
$20.00
320 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Contemporary Women
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Vintage
Summary: Read it Before You See it with our MM Movie Tie-in
Edition
SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE
Starring Tom Hanks and Emma Watson!
When Mae Holland is hired to work for the Circle, the world's most
powerful internet company, she feels she's been given the
opportunity of a lifetime. The Circle, run out of a sprawling
California campus, links users' personal emails, social media,
banking, and purchasing with their universal operating system,
resulting in one online identity and a new age of civility and
transparency. As Mae tours the open-pla...

Random House
Summary: From the beloved author of Fried Green
Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe comes another
unforgettable, laugh-out-loud, and moving novel about
what it means to be truly alive.
Elmwood Springs, Missouri, is a small town like any other, but
something strange is happening out at the cemetery. “Still
Meadows,” as it’s called, is anything but still. Funny and profound,
this novel in the tradition of Flagg’s Can’t Wait to Get to Heaven
and Thornton Wilder’s Our Town deals with universal themes of
heaven and earth and everything in between, as ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Twelve Days of Dash & Lily
9781524701109, 1524701106
Pub Date: 10/18/16, On Sale Date: 10/18
$11.50
224 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Romance
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Knopf Books for Young Readers
Summary: New York Times bestselling authors Rachel
Cohn and David Levithan are back with a life-affirming
Christmas romance starring Dash and Lily.
Dash and Lily have had a tough year since readers first watched
the couple fall in love. Lily’s beloved grandfather suffered a heart
attack, and his difficult road to recovery has taken a major toll on
her typically sunny disposition.
With only twelve days left until Christmas—Lily’s favorite time of
the year—Dash, Lily’s brother Langston, and their closest friends
take Manhattan by storm to help Li...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Tunnels : Escapes Under the Berlin Wall and the Historic
Films the JFK White House Tried to Kill
9780451498618, 0451498615
Pub Date: 10/18/16, On Sale Date: 10/18
$20.00
432 pages
Trade Paperback
History / Modern / 20Th Century
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Gemina
9781524701093, 1524701092
Pub Date: 10/18/16, On Sale Date: 10/18
$12.50
672 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Action & Adventure
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Small Great Things : A Novel
9780425286012, 0425286010
Pub Date: 10/11/16, On Sale Date: 10/11
$19.00
480 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Contemporary Women
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Crown
Summary: A thrilling Cold War narrative of two
harrowing attempts to rescue East Germans by tunneling
beneath the Berlin Wall, the U.S. television networks who
financed and filmed them, and the Kennedy
administration’s attempt to suppress both films
In the summer of 1962, one year after the rise of the Berlin Wall,
a group of young West Germans came up with a plan. They
would risk prison, Stasi torture, even death to liberate friends,
lovers, and strangers in East Berlin by digging tunnels under the
Wall. Among the conspirators were a legendary ...

Knopf Books for Young Readers
Summary: The highly anticipated sequel to the instant
New York Times bestseller that critics are calling “out-ofthis-world awesome.”
Moving to a space station at the edge of the galaxy was always
going to be the death of Hanna’s social life. Nobody said it might
actually get her killed.
The sci-fi saga that began with the breakout bestseller Illuminae
continues on board the Jump Station Heimdall, where two new
characters will confront the next wave of the BeiTech assault.
Hanna is the station captain’s pampered daughter; Nik the
reluct...

Ballantine Books
Summary: This stunning new novel is Jodi Picoult at her
finest—complete with unflinching insights, richly layered
characters, and a page-turning plot with a gripping moral
dilemma at its heart.
Ruth Jefferson is a labor and delivery nurse at a Connecticut
hospital with more than twenty years’ experience. During her
shift, Ruth begins a routine checkup on a newborn, only to be told
a few minutes later that she’s been reassigned to another patient.
The parents are white supremacists and don’t want Ruth, who is
African American, to touch their chi...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Fall of Man in Wilmslow
9781101973448, 1101973447
Pub Date: 10/6/16, On Sale Date: 10/6
$13.50
368 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Mystery & Detective /
International Mystery & Crime
Territory: US,OpnMkt(no EU/CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
I Almost Forgot About You : A Novel
9781101907016, 1101907010
Pub Date: 10/5/16, On Sale Date: 10/5
$8.99
528 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Contemporary Women
Territory: World

Export Editions 2015_2016
Holding Up the Universe
9781524701086, 1524701084
Pub Date: 10/4/16, On Sale Date: 10/4
$11.50
400 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Social Themes /
Depression
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Welcome to Wonderland #1: Home Sweet Motel
9781524701437, 1524701432
Pub Date: 10/4/16, On Sale Date: 10/4
$13.50
304 pages
Trade Paperback
Juvenile Fiction / Action & Adventure
Territory: World

Vintage Crime/Black Lizard
Summary: From the author of the #1 best seller The Girl
in the Spider’s Web—an electrifying thriller that begins
with Alan Turing’s suicide and plunges into a post-war
Britain of immeasurable repression, conformity and fear
June 8, 1954. Several English nationals have defected to the
USSR, while a witch hunt for homosexuals rages across Britain. In
these circumstances, no one is surprised when a mathematician
by the name of Alan Turing is found dead in his home in the
sleepy suburb of Wilmslow. It is widely assumed that he has
committed suicide...

Crown
Summary: The inspiring story of a woman who shakes
things up in her life to find
greater meaning
In I Almost Forgot About You, Dr. Georgia Young’s wonderful
life—great friends, family, and successful career—aren’t enough to
keep her from feeling stuck and restless. When she decides to
make some major changes in her life, she finds herself on a wild
journey that may or may not include a second chance at love.
Like Waiting to Exhale and How Stella Got Her Groove Back, I
Almost Forgot About You will show legions of readers what can
happen when you f...

Knopf Books for Young Readers
Summary: From the author of the New York Times
bestseller All the Bright Places comes a heart-wrenching
story about what it means to see someone—and love
someone—for who they truly are.
Everyone thinks they know Libby Strout, the girl once dubbed
“America’s Fattest Teen.” But no one’s taken the time to look past
her weight to get to know who she really is. Following her mom’s
death, she’s been picking up the pieces in the privacy of her
home, dealing with her heartbroken father and her own grief.
Now, Libby’s ready: for high school, for new frie...

Random House Books for Young Readers
Summary: From Chris Grabenstein, the bestselling author
of Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library and co-author
with James Patterson of I Funny, House of Robots, and
Treasure Hunters, comes a hilarious illustrated series
about all the wacky things that happen when you live in a
motel!
Eleven-year-old P. T. Wilkie may be the greatest storyteller alive.
But he knows one thing for a fact: the Wonderland Motel is the
best place a kid could ever live! All-you-can-eat poolside ice
cream! A snack machine in the living room! A frog slide! A giant
rampagi...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Spaceman : An Astronaut's Unlikely Journey to Unlock the
Secrets of the Universe
9780451497277, 0451497279
Pub Date: 10/4/16, On Sale Date: 10/4
$20.00
320 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Adventurers
& Explorers
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Time Travel : A History
9780375715204, 0375715207
Pub Date: 9/27/16, On Sale Date: 9/27
$18.00
352 pages
Trade Paperback
History / World
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Fever Code (Maze Runner, Book Five; Prequel)
9781524700812, 1524700819
Pub Date: 9/27/16, On Sale Date: 9/27
$12.00
384 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Action & Adventure
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Crown Archetype
Summary: A thrilling, entertaining memoir from the
unlikely astronaut who saved the Hubble telescope and
became one of our best-known living space travelers.
Very few jerks have ever been to space, says veteran astronaut
Michael Massimino. Why and how this is, it could be argued, is the
subject of his remarkable memoir. As a man who clung to a
childhood dream, despite countless rejections along the way that
threatened to keep him from joining NASA, Massimino made it
into one of the most elite clubs in the world—those who have left
the planet and...

Pantheon
Summary: From the acclaimed author of The Information
and Chaos, a mind-bending exploration of time travel: its
subversive origins, its evolution in literature and science,
and its influence on our understanding of time itself.
Gleick’s story begins at the turn of the twentieth century with the
young H. G. Wells writing and rewriting the fantastic tale that
became his first book, an international sensation, The Time
Machine. A host of forces were converging to transmute the
human understanding of time, some philosophical and some
technological—t...

Delacorte Press
Summary: Pre-order now!
All will be revealed in the fifth book in James Dashner’s
#1 New York Times bestselling Maze Runner series. This is
the story that fans all over the world have been waiting
for—the story of how Thomas and WICKED built the Maze.
You will not want to miss it.
Once there was a world’s end.
The forests burned, the lakes and rivers dried up, and the oceans
swelled.
Then came a plague, and fever spread across the globe. Families
died, violence reigned, and man killed man.
Next came WICKED, who were looking for...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Last Days of Night : A Novel
9780399589416, 0399589414
Pub Date: 8/16/16, On Sale Date: 8/16
$18.00
384 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Historical
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Random House
Summary: From Graham Moore, the Oscar-winning
screenwriter of The Imitation Game and New York Times
bestselling author of The Sherlockian, comes a thrilling
novel—based on actual events—about the nature of
genius, the cost of ambition, and the battle to electrify
America.
New York, 1888. Gas lamps still flicker in the city streets, but the
miracle of electric light is in its infancy. The person who controls
the means to turn night into day will make history—and a vast
fortune. A young untested lawyer named Paul Cravath, fresh out
of Columbia La...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Inferno (MTI)
9781101973790, 110197379X
Pub Date: 9/20/16, On Sale Date: 9/20
$8.99
624 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Anchor
Summary: #1 WORLDWIDE BESTSELLER
Harvard professor of symbology Robert Langdon awakens in an
Italian hospital, disoriented and with no recollection of the past
thirty-six hours, including the origin of the macabre object hidden
in his belongings. With a relentless female assassin trailing them
through Florence, he and his resourceful doctor, Sienna Brooks,
are forced to flee. Embarking on a harrowing journey, they must
unravel a series of codes, which are the work of a brilliant
scientist whose obsession with the end of the world is matched
only...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Tim Duggan Books
The Fix : How Nations Survive and Thrive in a World in Decline Summary: A provocative look at the world’s most
9780451497314, 0451497317
Pub Date: 9/20/16, On Sale Date: 9/20
$20.00
320 pages
Trade Paperback
Political Science / Public Policy / Economic
Policy
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
A Shadow Bright and Burning (Kingdom on Fire, Book One)
9781524701444, 1524701440
Pub Date: 9/20/16, On Sale Date: 9/20
$12.50
416 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Fantasy
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

difficult, seemingly ineradicable problems—and the
surprising stories of the countries that solved them.
We all know the bad news. The heady promise of the Arab Spring
has given way to repression, civil war, and an epic refugee crisis.
Economic growth is sputtering. Income inequality is rising around
the world. And the threat of ISIS and other extremist groups
keeps spreading. We are living in an age of unprecedented,
irreversible decline—or so we’re constantly being told.
Jonathan Tepperma...

Random House Books for Young Readers
Summary: “Vivid characters, terrifying monsters, and
world building as deep and dark as the ocean.”
—Victoria Aveyard, #1 New York Times bestselling author
of Red Queen
I am Henrietta Howel.
The first female sorcerer in hundreds of years.
The prophesied one.
Or am I?
Henrietta Howel can burst into flames.
Forced to reveal her power to save a friend, she’s shocked when
instead of being executed, she’s invited to train as one of Her
Majesty’s royal sorcerers.
Thrust into the glamour of Victorian London, Henrietta is declared
the chosen one, the girl who...

Export Editions 2015_2016
A Truck Full of Money
9780399589553, 0399589554
Pub Date: 9/20/16, On Sale Date: 9/20
$20.00
288 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Random House
Summary: Fortune, mania, genius, philanthropy—the
bestselling author of Mountains Beyond Mountains gives
us the inspiring story of Kayak.com founder Paul English,
an American maverick and a man who had a mind for the
age that was coming.
Tracy Kidder, the “master of the nonfiction narrative” (The
Baltimore Sun) and author of the bestselling classic The Soul of a
New Machine, now tells the story of Paul English, a kinetic and
unconventional inventor and entrepreneur, who as a boy rebelled
against authority. Growing up in working-class Boston, En...

Export Editions 2015_2016
First Comes Love : A Novel
9780399177705, 0399177701
Pub Date: 9/15/16, On Sale Date: 9/15
$9.99
400 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Contemporary Women
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
Two She-Bears : A Novel
9780805212716, 080521271X
Pub Date: 9/13/16, On Sale Date: 9/13
$18.00
300 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Razor Girl : A novel
9780451494269, 0451494261
Pub Date: 9/6/16, On Sale Date: 9/6
$18.00
352 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Mystery & Detective
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Weapons of Math Destruction : How Big Data Increases
Inequality and Threatens Democracy
9780451497338, 0451497333
Pub Date: 9/6/16, On Sale Date: 9/6
$18.00
272 pages
Trade Paperback
Political Science / Public Policy
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Ballantine Books
Summary: #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A pair of
sisters find themselves at a crossroads in this dazzling
new novel from the author of Something Borrowed, Where
We Belong, and The One & Only. First Comes Love is a
story about family, friendship, and the courage to follow
your own heart—wherever that may lead.
Growing up, Josie and Meredith Garland shared a loving, if
sometimes contentious, relationship. Josie was impulsive, spirited,
and outgoing, Meredith hardworking, thoughtful, and reserved.
When tragedy strikes, their delicate bond splinter...

Schocken
Summary: One of Israel’s most celebrated novelists—the
acclaimed author of A Pigeon and a Boy—now gives us a
story of village love and vengeance in the early days of
British Palestine that is still being played out two
generations later.
“In the year 1930, three farmers committed suicide here…but
contrary to the chronicles of our committee and the conclusions of
the British policeman, the people of the moshava knew that only
two of the suicides had actually taken their own lives, whereas
the third suicide had been murdered.” This is the contenti...

Knopf
Summary: The new full-tilt, unstoppably hilarious and
entertaining novel from the best-selling author of Skinny
Dip and Bad Monkey
When Lane Coolman’s car is bashed from behind on the road to
the Florida Keys, what appears to be an ordinary accident is
anything but (this is Hiaasen!). Behind the wheel of the other car
is Merry Mansfield—the eponymous Razor Girl—and the crash
scam is only the beginning of events that spiral crazily out of
control while unleashing some of the wildest characters Hiaasen
has ever set loose on the page. There’s Trebe...

Crown
Summary: A former Wall Street quant sounds an alarm on
mathematical modeling—a pervasive new force in society
that threatens to undermine democracy and widen
inequality.
We live in the age of the algorithm. Increasingly, the decisions
that affect our lives—where we go to school, whether we get a
car loan, how much we pay for health insurance—are being made
not by humans, but by mathematical models. In theory, this
should lead to greater fairness: everyone is judged according to
the same rules, and bias is eliminated. But as Cathy O’Neil reveals
...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Dell
Jack Reacher: Never Go Back (Movie Tie-in Edition) : A Novel Summary: #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • SOON TO
9780425286036, 0425286037
Pub Date: 9/6/16, On Sale Date: 9/6
$7.99
624 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY KIRKUS REVIEWS
Never go back-but Jack Reacher does, and the past finally
catches up with him. . . . Never Go Back is Lee Child's new
novel of action-charged suspense starring "one of the
best thriller characters at work today" (Newsweek).
Former military cop Jack Reacher makes it all the way from
snowbound South Dakota to his destination in northeastern
Virginia, near Washington, D.C.: the headquarters of his old unit,
the 110th...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Girl in Pieces
9781524700805, 1524700800
Pub Date: 8/30/16, On Sale Date: 8/30
$11.50
416 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Social Themes /
Physical & Emotional Abuse
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Nix : A novel
9780451494252, 0451494253
Pub Date: 8/30/16, On Sale Date: 8/30
$18.00
640 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Delacorte Press
Summary: For fans of Girl, Interrupted, Thirteen Reasons
Why, and All the Bright Places comes a novel Nicola Yoon,
author of Everything, Everything, calls “a haunting,
beautiful, and necessary book that will stay with you long
after you’ve read the last page.”
Charlotte Davis is in pieces. At seventeen she’s already lost more
than most people do in a lifetime. But she’s learned how to
forget. The broken glass washes away the sorrow until there is
nothing but calm. You don’t have to think about your father and
the river. Your best friend, who...

Knopf
Summary: “The Nix is a mother-son psychodrama with
ghosts and politics, but it’s also a tragicomedy about
anger and sanctimony in America…. Nathan Hill is a
maestro.” —John Irving
A Nix can take many forms. In Norwegian folklore, it is a spirit
who sometimes appears as a white horse that steals children
away. In Nathan Hill’s remarkable first novel, a Nix is anything
you love that one day disappears, taking with it a piece of your
heart.
It’s 2011, and Samuel Andresen-Anderson—college professor,
stalled writer—has a Nix of his own: his mother,...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Designing Your Life : How to Build a Well-Lived, Joyful Life
9780451494085, 0451494083
Pub Date: 8/30/16, On Sale Date: 8/30
$18.00
272 pages
Trade Paperback
Self-Help / Personal Growth / Success
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Knopf
Summary: At last, a book that shows you how to build—
design—a life you can thrive in, at any age or stage
Designers create worlds and solve problems using design thinking.
Look around your office or home—at the tablet or smartphone
you may be holding or the chair you are sitting in. Everything in
our lives was designed by someone. And every design starts with
a problem that a designer or team of designers seeks to solve.
In this book, Bill Burnett and Dave Evans show us how design
thinking can help us create a life that is both meaningful and ful...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Behold the Dreamers : A Novel
9780812989847, 0812989848
Pub Date: 8/23/16, On Sale Date: 8/23
$20.00
400 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Random House
Summary: A compulsively readable debut novel about
marriage, immigration, class, race, and the trapdoors in
the American Dream—the unforgettable story of a young
Cameroonian couple making a new life in New York just as
the Great Recession upends the economy
Named one of BuzzFeed’s “Incredible New Books You
Need to Read This Summer”
Jende Jonga, a Cameroonian immigrant living in Harlem, has
come to the United States to provide a better life for himself, his
wife, Neni, and their six-year-old son. In the fall of 2007, Jende
can hardly believe his...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Lilac Girls : A Novel
9780399179136, 0399179135
Pub Date: 8/16/16, On Sale Date: 8/16
$16.00
496 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Historical
Territory: World

Ballantine Books
Summary: For readers of The Nightingale and Sarah’s Key,
inspired by the life of a real World War II heroine, this
remarkable debut novel reveals the power of unsung
women to change history in their quest for love, freedom,
and second chances.
New York socialite Caroline Ferriday has her hands full with her
post at the French consulate and a new love on the horizon. But
Caroline’s world is forever changed when Hitler’s army invades
Poland in September 1939—and then sets its sights on France.
An ocean away from Caroline, Kasia Kuzmerick, a Polish ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Curious Minds : A Knight and Moon Novel
9780399593277, 0399593276
Pub Date: 8/16/16, On Sale Date: 8/16
$20.00
336 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Divorce Is in the Air : A novel
9780451494245, 0451494245
Pub Date: 8/16/16, On Sale Date: 8/16
$18.00
320 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US,CAN,OpnMkt(no EU)

Bantam
Summary: Janet Evanovich, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of the Stephanie Plum series, teams up
with Emmy-winning writer Phoef Sutton for a brand-new
series of mysteries featuring Emerson Knight and Riley
Moon, a dynamic duo with instant and undeniable
chemistry.
Emerson Knight is introverted, eccentric, and has little to no sense
of social etiquette. Good thing he’s also brilliant, rich, and (some
people might say) handsome, or he’d probably be homeless.
Riley Moon has just graduated from Harvard Business and
Harvard Law. Her aggressive ...

Knopf
Summary: The American debut of a highly acclaimed Spanish
writer: a sly, acerbic novel about love—or the end of love—and
how hard it can be to let go.
There’s a lot about Joan-Marc that his second wife doesn’t
know—and that he now sets out to tell her, come what may. He
begins with his disastrous first marriage to an American named
Helen, and the vacation they took in a last-ditch attempt to save
their relationship. From there Joan-Marc unfurls the story of his
life, from early memories of adolescence to a reckoning with
mortality in his forties...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Breakdown : An Alex Delaware Novel
9780399177729, 0399177728
Pub Date: 8/15/16, On Sale Date: 8/15
$9.99
384 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Ballantine Books
Summary: Alex Delaware and Milo Sturgis investigate the
murder of a Hollywood actress pushed to the limits of
sanity in #1 New York Times bestselling author Jonathan
Kellerman’s thrilling new blockbuster.
Psychologist sleuth Alex Delaware is surprised to get the call when
well-known TV actress Zelda is found half-mad in the LA’s rural
Westside.
When the actress turns up dead a few weeks later without a
scratch on her, Delaware calls in police lieutenant Milo Sturgis to
help him crack the case—or at least the wall of silence
surrounding it.
The plo...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Arrowood : A Novel
9780399589546, 0399589546
Pub Date: 8/9/16, On Sale Date: 8/9
$20.00
288 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Spiegel & Grau
Summary: “This robust, old-fashioned gothic mystery has
everything you’re looking for: a creepy old house, a
tenant with a secret history, and even a few ghosts. Laura
McHugh’s novel sits at the intersection of memory and
history, astutely asking whether we carry the past or it
carries us.”—Jodi Picoult
A haunting novel from the author of The Weight of Blood
about a young woman’s return to her childhood
home—and her encounter with the memories and family
secrets it holds
Arrowood is the most ornate and grand of the historical houses
that line th...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Fuzzy Mud
9781524715359, 1524715352
Pub Date: 8/9/16, On Sale Date: 8/9
$7.99
192 pages
Trade Paperback
Juvenile Fiction / Mysteries & Detective
Stories
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Delacorte Books for Young Readers
Summary:
From the author of the acclaimed bestseller Holes, winner
of the Newbery Award and the National Book Award,
comes Fuzzy Mud, a New York Times bestseller.
“Sachar blends elements of mystery, suspense, and school-day
life into a taut environmental cautionary tale.”—Publishers Weekly
Be careful. Your next step may be your last.
Fifth grader Tamaya Dhilwaddi and seventh grader Marshall Walsh
have been walking to and from Woodridge Academy together
since elementary school. But their routine is disrupted when bully
Chad Hilligas challenges Ma...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Accidental Life : An Editor's Notes on Writing and
Writers
9780451494238, 0451494237
Pub Date: 8/2/16, On Sale Date: 8/2
$18.00
384 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Personal
Memoirs
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Knopf
Summary: A celebration of the writing and editing life, as
well as a look behind the scenes at some of the most
influential magazines in America (and the writers who
made them what they are).
You might not know Terry McDonell, but you certainly know his
work. Among the magazines he has top-edited: Outside, Rolling
Stone, Esquire, and Sports Illustrated. In this revealing memoir,
McDonell talks about what really happens when editors and
writers work with deadlines ticking (or drinks on the bar). His
stories about the people and personalities he’...

Export Editions 2015_2016
More : How to Move from Activity for God to Intimacy with
God
9780735289628, 073528962X
Pub Date: 8/2/16, On Sale Date: 8/2
$14.99
224 pages
Trade Paperback
Religion / Christian Life
Territory: World

Export Editions 2015_2016
Bright, Precious Days : A novel
9780451494078, 0451494075
Pub Date: 8/2/16, On Sale Date: 8/2
$18.00
416 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Dark Matter : A Novel
9780451496416, 0451496418
Pub Date: 7/26/16, On Sale Date: 7/26
$18.00
352 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers / Technological
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Multnomah
Summary: “Isn’t there more to life than this?” In More,
author Greg Hawkins answers this commonly heard
question with a resounding “Yes!” and offers a clear
vision and strategy for a life of intimacy with God and
others.
The Bible teaches that “the good life” is one lived in close
relationship with God and those around us. Tragically, most of us
settle for far less—unaware of what is possible or how to change.
With a blend of statistics, stories, Bible teaching, and biography,
More presents a clear path to the way life is supposed to be.

Knopf
Summary: Even decades after their arrival, Corrine and Russell
Calloway still feel as if they’re living the dream that drew them to
New York City in the first place: book parties or art openings one
night and high-society events the next; jobs they care about (and
in fact love); twin children whose birth was truly miraculous; a
loft in TriBeCa and summers in the Hamptons. But all of this
comes at a fiendish cost. Russell, an independent publisher, has
superb cultural credentials yet minimal cash flow; as he navigates
a business that requires, b...

Crown
Summary: A brilliantly plotted, relentlessly surprising
science-fiction thriller from the author of the bestselling
Wayward Pines trilogy
“Are you happy with your life?”
Those are the last words Jason Dessen hears before the masked
abductor knocks him unconscious.
Before he awakens to find himself strapped to a gurney,
surrounded by strangers in hazmat suits.
Before a man Jason’s never met smiles down at him and says,
“Welcome back, my friend.”
In this world he’s woken up to, Jason’s life is not the one he
knows. His wife is not his wife. His ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Heroes of the Frontier
9781524711047, 1524711047
Pub Date: 7/26/16, On Sale Date: 7/26
$18.00
400 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Action & Adventure
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Knopf
Summary: A captivating, often hilarious novel of family,
loss, wilderness, and the curse of a violent America, Dave
Eggers’s Heroes of the Frontier is a powerful examination
of our contemporary life and a rousing story of adventure.
Josie and her children’s father have split up, she’s been sued by a
former patient and lost her dental practice, and she’s grieving the
death of a young man senselessly killed. When her ex asks to
take the children to meet his new fiancée’s family, Josie makes a
run for it, figuring Alaska is about as far as she ca...

Export Editions 2015_2016
How to Hang a Witch
9781524700836, 1524700835
Pub Date: 7/26/16, On Sale Date: 7/26
$15.00
368 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Social Themes /
Emotions & Feelings
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Knopf Books for Young Readers
Summary: Jennifer Niven, New York Times bestselling
author of All the Bright Places says “I am utterly addicted
to Adriana Mather’s electric debut. It keeps you on the
edge of your seat, twisting and turning with ghosts,
witches, an ancient curse, and—sigh—romance. It’s
beautiful. Haunting. The characters are vivid and real. I.
Could. Not. Put. It. Down.”
“[A]n entertaining story that draws intriguing parallels
between the 17th-century trials and modern-day
bullying”
?Publishers Weekly
“Strikes a careful balance of creepy, fun, and
thoughtful.”—...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Colour Me Jane : A Jane Austen Colouring Book
9780451497826, 0451497821
Pub Date: 7/19/16, On Sale Date: 7/19
$12.99
80 pages
Trade Paperback
Games / Activity Books
Territory: World

Clarkson Potter
Summary: Take hold of your happiness, relish the wit and
whimsy of Jane Austen, and colour your cares away!
Enter the rich and beautiful world of Jane Austen’s beloved novels
replete with detail of period dress and decor. Colour in famous
scenes from each of Austen’s novels in this adult colouring
book—beautifully hand drawn with exquisite, sensuous detail, and
explore all the visual delights and romance of Regency era rooms,
fashions, and figures come to vivid life.
“It is well to have as many holds upon happiness as possible” –
Jane Austen, No...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Playing with Fire : A Novel
9780812999303, 0812999304
Pub Date: 7/14/16, On Sale Date: 7/14
$8.99
304 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Brazillionaires : Wealth, Power, Decadence, and Hope in an
American Country
9780399589539, 0399589538
Pub Date: 7/12/16, On Sale Date: 7/12
$18.00
368 pages
Trade Paperback
Business & Economics / International
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Ballantine Books
Summary: A gripping standalone thriller by the New York
Times bestselling author of the Rizzoli & Isles series
INTERNATIONAL THRILLER WRITERS AWARD FINALIST •
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY LOS
ANGELES TIMES AND SUSPENSE MAGAZINE
In a shadowy antiques shop in Rome, violinist Julia Ansdell
happens upon a curious piece of music—the Incendio waltz—and
is immediately entranced by its unusual composition. Full of
passion, torment, and chilling beauty, and seemingly unknown to
the world, the waltz, its mournful minor key, its feverish arpe...

Spiegel & Grau
Summary: For readers of Michael Lewis comes an
engrossing tale of a country’s spectacular rise and fall,
intertwined with the story of Brazil’s wealthiest citizen,
Eike Batista—a universal story of hubris and tragedy that
uncovers the deeper meaning of this era of billionaires.
When Bloomberg News invited the young American journalist Alex
Cuadros to report on Brazil’s emerging class of billionaires at the
height of the historic Brazilian boom, he was poised to cover two
of the biggest business stories of our time: how the giants of the
developi...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The House at the Edge of Night : A Novel
9780399589591, 0399589597
Pub Date: 7/12/16, On Sale Date: 7/12
$19.00
432 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Historical
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Last One : A Novel
9780425286005, 0425286002
Pub Date: 7/12/16, On Sale Date: 7/12
$16.50
304 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Nine Women, One Dress : A Novel
9780385541718, 0385541716
Pub Date: 7/12/16, On Sale Date: 7/12
$15.00
272 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Romance / Romantic Comedy
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
Break in Case of Emergency : A novel
9780451494221, 0451494229
Pub Date: 7/12/16, On Sale Date: 7/12
$15.00
288 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Random House
Summary: A sweeping saga about four generations of a
family who live and love on an enchanting island off the
coast of Italy—combining the romance of Beautiful Ruins
with the magical tapestry of works by Isabel Allende.
Castellamare is an island far enough away from the mainland to
be forgotten, but not far enough to escape from the world’s
troubles. At the center of the island’s life is a café draped with
bougainvillea called the House at the Edge of Night, where the
community gathers to gossip and talk. Amedeo Esposito, a
foundling from Flore...

Ballantine Books
Summary: Survival is the name of the game as the line
blurs between reality TV and reality itself in Alexandra
Oliva’s fast-paced novel of suspense.
She wanted an adventure. She never imagined it would go this
far.
It begins with a reality TV show. Twelve contestants are sent into
the woods to face challenges that will test the limits of their
endurance. While they are out there, something terrible
happens—but how widespread is the destruction, and has it
occurred naturally or is it man-made? Cut off from society, the
contestants know nothing of...

Doubleday
Summary: A charming, hilarious, irresistible romp of a
novel that brings together nine unrelated women, each
touched by the same little black dress that weaves
through their lives, bringing a little magic with it.
Natalie is a Bloomingdale’s salesgirl mooning over her lawyer
ex-boyfriend who’s engaged to someone else after just two
months. Felicia has been quietly in love with her boss for
seventeen years and has one night to finally make the feeling
mutual. Andie is a private detective who specializes in gathering
evidence on cheating husbands—...

Knopf
Summary: “Enthralling, sharply observed” —Marie Claire
“Hilarious…The personal and workplace plots are woven
together beautifully. Read, cringe, laugh, relate.” —Lenny
“In this cutting commentary on workplace toxicity and
how its tendrils can strangle relationships, Winter uses
humor to illuminate the state of modern work, family, and
friendship.” —Elle.com
“Sassy, sarcastic and sleek, this is a wonderfully brash
appraisal of how we live.”—Colum McCann
One of Elle Magazine’s 19 Summer Books That Everyone
Will Be Talking About
One of Cosmo’s Reads ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Magic : A Novel
9780425286425, 0425286428
Pub Date: 7/5/16, On Sale Date: 7/5
$20.00
336 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Contemporary Women
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Return : Fathers, Sons and the Land in Between
9780399589430, 0399589430
Pub Date: 7/5/16, On Sale Date: 7/5
$19.00
256 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Personal
Memoirs
Territory: US,OpnMkt(no EU/CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
We Could Be Beautiful : A Novel
9780385541732, 0385541732
Pub Date: 7/1/16, On Sale Date: 7/1
$15.00
352 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Psychological
Territory: World

Export Editions 2015_2016
And I Darken
9781524700331, 1524700339
Pub Date: 6/28/16, On Sale Date: 6/28
$12.00
496 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Historical / Medieval
Territory: World

Delacorte Press
Summary: #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
It starts on a summer evening, with the kind of magic found only
in Paris. Once a year in the City of Light, a lavish dinner takes
place outside a spectacular landmark—the Eiffel Tower, the
Louvre, Notre Dame…a new setting each time. Selected by secret
invitation, the guests arrive dressed in white, with tables and
chairs, white linens, flowers, fine china, sparkling crystal, and an
elegant dinner. As the sun sets, thousands of candles are lit. And
when the night is over, hundreds of white paper lanterns, ea...

Random House
Summary: From the author of In the Country of Men, a
Man Booker Prize and National Book Critics Circle Award
finalist, comes a beautifully written, uplifting memoir of
his journey home to his native Libya in search of the truth
behind his father’s disappearance.
When Hisham Matar was a nineteen-year-old university student in
England, his father was kidnapped. One of the Qaddafi regime’s
most prominent opponents in exile, he was held in a secret prison
in Libya. Hisham would never see him again. But he never gave
up hope that his father might st...

Doubleday
Summary: A spellbinding psychological debut novel,
Swan Huntley’s We Could Be Beautiful is the story of a
wealthy woman who has everything—and yet can trust no
one.
Catherine West has spent her entire life surrounded by beautiful
things. She owns an immaculate Manhattan apartment, she
collects fine art, she buys exquisite handbags and clothing, and
she constantly redecorates her home. And yet, despite all this,
she still feels empty. She sees her personal trainer, she gets
weekly massages, and occasionally she visits her mother and
sister on the...

Delacorte Press
Summary: The New York Times Bestseller!
This vividly rendered novel reads like HBO’s Game of
Thrones…if it were set in the Ottoman Empire. Ambitious
in scope and intimate in execution, the story’s
atmospheric setting is rife with political intrigue, with a
deftly plotted narrative driven by fiercely passionate
characters and a fearsome heroine. Fans of Victoria
Aveyard’s THE RED QUEEN, Kristin Cashore’s GRACELING,
and Sabaa Tahir’s AN EMBER IN THE ASHES won’t want to
miss this visceral, immersive, and mesmerizing novel, the
first in a trilogy.
NO...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Vogue Colours A to Z : A Fashion Colouring Book
9781524711061, 1524711063
Pub Date: 6/28/16, On Sale Date: 6/28
$16.95
64 pages
Trade Paperback
Art / Popular Culture
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Spirit Contemporary Life : Unleashing the Miraculous in
Your Everyday World
9780735289604, 0735289603
Pub Date: 6/21/16, On Sale Date: 6/21
$14.99
224 pages
Trade Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
Territory: World

Knopf
Summary: In this first-ever coloring book from American
Vogue, you are invited into a world of fashion fantasy.
Twenty-six archival magazine covers from 1912 to 1932, by ten
celebrated illustrators living here and abroad, take you back to a
more playful and whimsical moment of boas, bows, hats and
headpieces, fans, pearls and gloves, and even exotic animals.
Coloring book fans of all ages can try their hand at the Art Deco
patterns and letters from A to Z and the lively drawings of women
dressed for the task at hand, whether it is driving their ...

WaterBrook
Summary: How to have a relationship with God that is
captivating…energizing…purposeful…rewarding…life
changing.
Long before Leon Fontaine became a pastor, he was a first
responder-EMT who wanted desperately to offer both medical and
spiritual care and healing to the broken people he encountered.
But how could he bring the miraculous, healing power of God from
inside church walls to the roadsides where accident victims lay
bleeding? As he administered medical aid, Leon silently and
naturally prayed for God to intervene—and miracles began to
occur...

Export Editions 2015_2016
WaterBrook
Find Your Brave : Courage to Stand Strong When the Waves Summary: Inspiration and practical tools to help women
navigate the storms of life with courage and confidence.
Crash In
9780735289611, 0735289611
Pub Date: 6/21/16, On Sale Date: 6/21
$13.99
192 pages
Trade Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Women's Issues
Territory: World

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Vegetarian
9780804189743, 0804189749
Pub Date: 6/14/16, On Sale Date: 6/14
$12.00
192 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Psychological
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Some of the worst decisions we make in life are those made
under pressure, when things we hold dear seem to be threatened.
In this book, pastor and speaker Holly Wagner brings her fresh,
energetic voice to the perennial topic of facing life’s
challenges—from broken relationships and shattered dreams to
health crises and financial disappointment. Weaving her personal
experience together with biblical insights from the apostle Paul’s
shi...

Hogarth
Summary: Winner of the 2016 Man Booker International
Prize
ONE OF ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY’S “BEST BOOKS OF 2016
SO FAR”
ONE OF TIME’S “BEST BOOKS OF 2016 SO FAR”
A beautiful, unsettling novel about rebellion and taboo,
violence and eroticism, and the twisting metamorphosis
of a soul
Before the nightmares began, Yeong-hye and her husband lived
an ordinary, controlled life. But the dreams—invasive images of
blood and brutality—torture her, driving Yeong-hye to purge her
mind and renounce eating meat altogether. It’s a small act of
independence, but it ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Truth According to Us : A Novel
9780399588440, 0399588442
Pub Date: 6/14/16, On Sale Date: 6/14
$8.99
480 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Girls : A Novel
9780812989861, 0812989864
Pub Date: 6/14/16, On Sale Date: 6/14
$20.00
368 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Coming Of Age
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Homegoing : A novel
9780451493835, 0451493834
Pub Date: 6/7/16, On Sale Date: 6/7
$18.00
320 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / African American / Historical
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

The Dial Press
Summary: NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR
BY BOOKPAGE • From the co-author of The Guernsey
Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society comes a wise, witty,
and exuberant novel, perfect for fans of Lee Smith, that
illuminates the power of loyalty and forgiveness, memory
and truth, and the courage it takes to do what’s right.
Annie Barrows once again evokes the charm and eccentricity of a
small town filled with extraordinary characters. Her new novel,
The Truth According to Us, brings to life an inquisitive young girl,
her beloved aunt, and the a...

Random House
Summary: NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An indelible
portrait of girls, the women they become, and that
moment in life when everything can go horribly
wrong—this stunning first novel is perfect for readers of
Jeffrey Eugenides’s The Virgin Suicides and Jennifer
Egan’s A Visit from the Goon Squad.
Northern California, during the violent end of the 1960s. At the
start of summer, a lonely and thoughtful teenager, Evie Boyd,
sees a group of girls in the park, and is immediately caught by
their freedom, their careless dress, their dangerous aura of
aban...

Knopf
Summary: NATIONAL BESTSELLER
“Homegoing is an inspiration.” —Ta-Nehisi Coates
A novel of breathtaking sweep and emotional power that traces
three hundred years in Ghana and along the way also becomes a
truly great American novel. Extraordinary for its exquisite
language, its implacable sorrow, its soaring beauty, and for its
monumental portrait of the forces that shape families and nations,
Homegoing heralds the arrival of a major new voice in
contemporary fiction.
Two half-sisters, Effia and Esi, are born...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Julia Vanishes
9781524700843, 1524700843
Pub Date: 6/7/16, On Sale Date: 6/7
$15.00
384 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Fantasy
Territory: World except Canada

Knopf Books for Young Readers
Summary: “An exciting novel with magic and serial
killers…. One of the hottest books coming out.”—
Hypable.com
Fans of Marie Lu, Leigh Bardugo, and Kristin Cashore will
be captivated by this stunning first book in a must-have
new fantasy trilogy about a spy who can vanish at will
and who discovers that monsters, mystery, and magic are
also lurking—just out of sight.
Julia has the unusual ability to be…unseen. Not invisible, exactly.
Just beyond most people’s senses.
It’s a dangerous trait in a city that has banned all forms of magic
and drowns witc...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Ashley Bell : A Novel
9780812999310, 0812999312
Pub Date: 6/2/16, On Sale Date: 6/2
$8.99
736 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Bantam
Summary: The must-read thriller of the year, for readers
of dark psychological suspense and modern classics of
mystery and adventure.
The girl who said no to death.
Bibi Blair is a fierce, funny, dauntless young woman—whose
doctor says she has one year to live.
She replies, “We’ll see.”
Her sudden recovery astonishes medical science.
An enigmatic woman convinces Bibi that she escaped death so
that she can save someone else. Someone named Ashley Bell.
But save her from what, from whom? And who is Ashley Bell?
Where is she?

Export Editions 2015_2016
Black Flags : The Rise of Isis
9781101973431, 1101973439
Pub Date: 5/31/16, On Sale Date: 5/31
$13.00
384 pages
Trade Paperback
Political Science / Terrorism
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Anchor
Summary: WINNER OF THE 2016 PULITZER PRIZE FOR
GENERAL NONFICTION
“A Best Book of 2015”—The New York Times, The
Washington Post, People Magazine, San Francisco
Chronicle, Kansas City Star, and Kirkus Reviews
In a thrilling dramatic narrative, awarded the 2016 Pulitzer Prize
for General Nonfiction, Joby Warrick traces how the strain of
militant Islam behind ISIS first arose in a remote Jordanian prison
and spread with the unwitting aid of two American presidents.
When the government of Jordan granted amnesty to a group of
political prisoners in...

Export Editions 2015_2016
China Rich Girlfriend
9781101973394, 1101973390
Pub Date: 5/31/16, On Sale Date: 5/31
$8.99
496 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Asian American
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Forgotten Room
9781101972298, 1101972297
Pub Date: 5/31/16, On Sale Date: 5/31
$8.99
400 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Anchor
Summary: Kevin Kwan, bestselling author of Crazy Rich
Asians, is back with a wickedly funny new novel of social
climbing, secret e-mails, art-world scandal, lovesick
billionaires, and the outrageous story of what happens
when Rachel Chu, engaged to marry Asia’s most eligible
bachelor, discovers her birthfather.
On the eve of her wedding to Nicholas Young, heir to one of the
greatest fortunes in Asia, Rachel should be over the moon. She
has a flawless Asscher-cut diamond from JAR, a wedding dress
she loves more than anything found in the sa...

Anchor
Summary: New York Times bestselling author Lincoln
Child returns with a riveting new thriller featuring the
charismatic Professor Jeremy Logan, a renowned
investigator of the strange and inexplicable, as he
uncovers a long-forgotten secret experiment.
Jeremy Logan is an “enigmalogist,” an investigator who
specializes in analyzing phenomena that have no apparent
explanation. In The Forgotten Room, Logan finds himself on the
storied coastline of Newport, Rhode Island, where he has been
retained by Lux, the oldest and most prestigious think tank in...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Beware That Girl
9781524700324, 1524700320
Pub Date: 5/31/16, On Sale Date: 5/31
$15.00
336 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Delacorte Press
Summary: For fans of We Were Liars, The Girl on the Train, and
Gone Girl, this powerful psychological thriller with multiple
mysteries is set against the backdrop of the megawealthy elite of
New York City. Toten delves into the mesmerizing yet
dysfunctional world of those who manipulate but seem ever so
charming. With its gripping pace and Hitchcockian twists, Beware
That Girl will keep readers guessing until the very last line.
The Haves. The Have-Nots. Kate O’Brien appears to be a
Have-Not. Her whole life has been a series of setbacks she’s ha...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Sweetbitter : A novel
9780451493354, 0451493354
Pub Date: 5/24/16, On Sale Date: 5/24
$18.00
368 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
The City of Mirrors : A Novel (Book Three of The Passage
Trilogy)
9781101965832, 1101965835
Pub Date: 5/24/16, On Sale Date: 5/24
$20.00
624 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Knopf
Summary: INSTANT NATIONAL BESTSELLER * A thrilling
novel of the senses and a coming-of-age tale, following a
small-town girl into the electrifying world of New York
City and the education of a lifetime at one of the most
exclusive restaurants in Manhattan. Perfect for readers of
Kitchen Confidential and Blood, Bones and Butter.
Twenty-two, and knowing no one, Tess leaves home to begin her
adult life in New York City. Thus begins a year that is both
enchanting and punishing, in a low-level job at “the best
restaurant in New York City.” Grueli...

Ballantine Books
Summary: #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “A thrilling
finale to a trilogy that will stand as one of the great
achievements in American fantasy fiction.”—Stephen King
You followed The Passage. You faced The Twelve. Now
enter The City of Mirrors for the final reckoning. As the
bestselling epic races to its breathtaking finale, Justin
Cronin’s band of hardened survivors await the second
coming of unspeakable darkness.
The world we knew is gone. What world will rise in its place?
The Twelve have been destroyed and the terrifying hundred-year
reign of d...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Smoke : A Novel
9780385541541, 0385541546
Pub Date: 5/24/16, On Sale Date: 5/24
$18.00
448 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Alternative History
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Doubleday
Summary: “The laws of Smoke are complex. Not every lie
will trigger it. A fleeting thought of evil may pass unseen;
a fib, an excuse, a piece of flattery. Next thing you know
its smell is in your nose. There is no more hateful smell in
the world than the smell of Smoke.”

England. A century ago, give or take a few years.
An England where people who are wicked in thought or deed are
marked by the Smoke that pours forth from their bodies, a sign of
their fallen state. The aristocracy do not smoke, proof of their
virtue and right to rule, while the ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Places No One Knows
9781524700348, 1524700347
Pub Date: 5/17/16, On Sale Date: 5/17
$15.00
384 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Romance
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
City on Fire : A novel
9781101972601, 1101972602
Pub Date: 5/17/16, On Sale Date: 5/17
$15.00
944 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
This Too Shall Pass : A Novel
9780451497345, 0451497341
Pub Date: 5/12/16, On Sale Date: 5/12
$15.00
208 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US,CAN,OpnMkt(no EU)

Delacorte Press
Summary: A good girl dreams herself into a bad boy’s
room in this lyrically romantic novel by a bestselling
author from which Maggie Stiefvater, author of The Raven
King, says she “woke up satisfied.”
Waverly Camdenmar spends her nights running until she can’t
even think. Then the sun comes up, life goes on, and Waverly
goes back to her perfectly hateful best friend, her perfectly dull
classes, and the tiny, nagging suspicion that there’s more to life
than student council and GPAs.
Marshall Holt is a loser. He drinks on school nights and...

Vintage
Summary: A sprawling, landmark debut novel from a
major new talent: set in gritty 1970s New York, City on
Fire illuminates an intricate network of punks, writers,
musicians, teachers, lovers, heirs—all connected by a
central mystery.
The individuals who live within this extraordinary first novel are:
Regan and William Hamilton-Sweeney, estranged heirs to one of
the city’s largest fortunes; Keith and Mercer, the men who, for
better or worse, love them; Charlie and Samantha, two suburban
teenagers seduced by downtown’s punk scene; an obsessive
mag...

Hogarth
Summary: An irresistible, vivid and wise story of one
woman’s reckoning with loss and love
Blanca is forty years old and motherless. Shaken by the
unexpected death of the most important person in her life, she
suddenly realizes that she has no idea what her future will look
like.
To ease her dizzying grief and confusion, Blanca turns to her
dearest friends, her closest family, and a change of scenery.
Leaving Barcelona behind, she returns to Cadaqués on the coast,
accompanied by her two sons, two ex-husbands, and two best
friends, and makes...

Export Editions 2015_2016
National Geographic Kids Almanac 2017, International
edition
9781426324208, 1426324200
Pub Date: 5/10/16, On Sale Date: 5/10
$14.99
352 pages
Trade Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction / Reference /
Almanacs
Territory: World except UK/Ireland

National Geographic Children's Books
Summary: The world’s best-selling almanac for kids is
back and in demand! Targeted to ages 8 and up, this is a
winning franchise and the only kids’ almanac with mobile
media features that allow kids to access National
Geographic videos, photo galleries, and games year after
year. This year the Almanac includes access to exclusive
online content, plus an engaging newsmaker Challenge
call to action for kids who want to get involved.
This New York Times bestseller is packed with incredible photos,
tons of fun facts, crafts, activities, and fascinat...

Export Editions 2015_2016
You May Also Like : Taste in an Age of Endless Choice
9781101947661, 1101947667
Pub Date: 5/10/16, On Sale Date: 5/10
$20.00
320 pages
Trade Paperback
Social Science
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Knopf
Summary: Why do we get so embarrassed when a
colleague wears the same shirt? Why do we eat the same
thing for breakfast every day, but seek out novelty at
lunch and dinner? How has streaming changed the way
Netflix makes recommendations? Why do people think the
music of their youth is the best? How can you spot a fake
review on Yelp?
Our preferences and opinions are constantly being shaped by
countless forces – especially in the digital age with its nonstop
procession of “thumbs up” and “likes” and “stars.” Tom Vanderbilt,
bestselling author of ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Pier Falls : And Other Stories
9780385541725, 0385541724
Pub Date: 5/10/16, On Sale Date: 5/10
$18.00
320 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US,OpnMkt(no EU/CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
Rogue Lawyer : A Novel
9781101965863, 110196586X
Pub Date: 5/5/16, On Sale Date: 5/5
$8.99
400 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
A Country Road, A Tree : A novel
9781101948026, 1101948027
Pub Date: 5/3/16, On Sale Date: 5/3
$20.00
304 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Doubleday
Summary: From Mark Haddon, author of The Curious
Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time, A Spot of Bother,
and The Red House, nine dazzling stories diverse in style
but united in emotional power
The tales in Mark Haddon’s lyrical and uncompromising new
collection take many forms—Victorian adventure story, science
fiction, morality tale, contemporary realism—but they all
showcase his virtuoso gifts as a stylist and the deep well of
empathy that made his three bestselling novels so compelling.
The characters here are often isolated physically o...

Dell
Summary: The dominant #1 New York Times bestseller
hailed as “TERRIFIC…so cleverly plotted, it could be used
as a how-to manual in fiction writing classes”
(Washington Post)—now published simultaneously in
premium mass market and trade paperback!
Sebastian Rudd is not your typical street lawyer. He works out of
a customized bulletproof van; he has no firm, no partners, no
associates, and only one employee, his driver, who’s also his
bodyguard, law clerk, confidant, and golf caddy. Sebastian
defends people other lawyers won’t go near: a drug-addl...

Knopf
Summary: From the best-selling author of Longbourn, a
haunting new novel of spies and artists, passion and
danger, hope in the face of despair
Paris, 1939. The pavement rumbles with the footfall of Nazi
soldiers marching along the Champs-Élysées. A young, unknown
writer—Samuel Beckett—recently arrived from Ireland to make his
mark, smokes one last cigarette with his lover before the city
they know is torn apart. Soon he will put them both in mortal
danger by joining the Resistance…
Through it all we are witness to the workings of a uniquely bril...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Everybody's Fool : A novel
9780451493842, 0451493842
Pub Date: 5/3/16, On Sale Date: 5/3
$20.00
496 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Knopf
Summary: Richard Russo, at the very top of his game,
now returns to North Bath, in upstate New York, and the
characters who made Nobody’s Fool (1993) a “confident,
assured novel [that] sweeps the reader up,” according to
the San Francisco Chronicle back then. “Simple as family
love, yet nearly as complicated.” Or, as The Boston Globe
put it, “a big, rambunctious novel with endless riffs and
unstoppable human hopefulness.”
The irresistible Sully, who in the intervening years has come by
some unexpected good fortune, is staring down a VA cardiolo...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Be Light : Shining God's Beauty, Truth, and Hope into a
Darkened World
9781601429278, 1601429274
Pub Date: 5/3/16, On Sale Date: 5/3
$14.99
224 pages
Trade Paperback
Religion / Christian Life
Territory: World

Export Editions 2015_2016
In the Unlikely Event
9781101973424, 1101973420
Pub Date: 5/3/16, On Sale Date: 5/3
$7.99
512 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Coming Of Age
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

WaterBrook
Summary: In a world so often made dark by major
conflict and personal pain, through the life of Christ,
every person has the opportunity to Be Light!
In Be Light, Sam Rodriguez acknowledges that today’s world is
troubled and in many ways “dark.” He then issues a
call—reminiscent of a biblical prophet—to individual Christians and
the church to rise up in all of life’s arenas and become “the bright
city on a hill.” Readers will be inspired and given the blueprint to
confront and overcome spiritual, emotional, relational, family, and
financial dark...

Vintage
Summary: In her highly anticipated new novel, Judy
Blume, the New York Times # 1 best-selling author of
Summer Sisters and of young adult classics such as Are
You There God? It’s Me, Margaret, creates a richly textured
and moving story of three generations of families, friends
and strangers, whose lives are profoundly changed by
unexpected events.
In 1987, Miri Ammerman returns to her hometown of Elizabeth,
New Jersey, to attend a commemoration of the worst year of her
life. Thirty-five years earlier, when Miri was fifteen, and in love for
the ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Grounded : The Hidden Places Where God Develops You
9780735289772, 0735289778
Pub Date: 5/3/16, On Sale Date: 5/3
$14.99
224 pages
Trade Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
Territory: World

WaterBrook
Summary: Written to those aspiring world-changers
influenced by writers like Francis Chan and Alex and Brett
Harris, this book equips those individuals to build a solid
foundation to build fruit that lasts.
As Christians seek out their God-given purpose, it is natural to
expect God to develop the skills and abilities given to believers
that would allow them to go into the world and make an impact
for the Kingdom. However, the focus is often spent on the vision
God gave his Church rather than realizing God’s main desire is to
develop His children...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Force Awakens (Star Wars)
9780399593291, 0399593292
Pub Date: 4/26/16, On Sale Date: 4/26
$7.99
320 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Science Fiction / Space Opera
Territory: World

Del Rey
Summary: NO. 1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The
official novelization of Star Wars: The Force Awakens, the
blockbuster film directed by J. J. Abrams.
More than thirty years ago, Star Wars burst onto the big screen
and became a cultural phenomenon. Now the next adventures in
this blockbuster saga are poised to captivate old and new fans
alike—beginning with the highly anticipated Star Wars: The Force
Awakens. And alongside the cinematic debut comes the thrilling
novel adaptation by New York Times bestselling science fiction
master Alan Dean Foste...

Export Editions 2015_2016
WaterBrook
Raising the Perfectly Imperfect Child : Facing the Challenges Summary: The father of Nick Vujicic, one of the world’s
most beloved persons with a disability, shares candidly
with Strength, Courage, and Hope
9781601429391, 1601429398
Pub Date: 4/19/16, On Sale Date: 4/19
$14.99
224 pages
Trade Paperback
Family & Relationships / Parenting
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Make Something Up : Stories You Can't Unread
9781101971963, 1101971967
Pub Date: 4/19/16, On Sale Date: 4/19
$7.99
336 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Short Stories
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Darkest Corners
9780399552946, 0399552944
Pub Date: 4/19/16, On Sale Date: 4/19
$15.00
336 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Social Themes /
Death & Dying
Territory: World

the mistakes and successes in raising a child with unique
challenges—from birth to an independent and satisfying
adulthood.
Nick Vujicic, who was born with no arms or legs, has overcome
steep challenges to now live what he describes as a “ridiculously
good life.” Nick, who travels worldwide and inspires millions via
speaking and media appearances, is married and a father himself.
He acknowledges that overcoming his physical challenges ...

Anchor
Summary: Stories you’ll never forget—just try—from
literature’s favorite transgressive author
Representing work that spans several years, Make Something Up
is a compilation of 21 stories and one novella (some previously
published, some not) that will disturb and delight. In “Expedition,”
fans will be thrilled to find to see a side of Tyler Durden never
seen before in a precusor story to Fight Club. And in other stories,
the absurdity of both life and death are on full display; in
“Zombies,” the best and brightest of a high school prep school
bec...

Delacorte Press
Summary: “Gripping from start to finish…with twists that
left me shocked.”—Victoria Aveyard, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Red Queen
For fans of Gillian Flynn and Pretty Little Liars, The
Darkest Corners is a psychological thriller about the lies
little girls tell, and the deadly truths those lies become.
There are secrets around every corner in Fayette, Pennsylvania.
Tessa left when she was nine and has been trying ever since not
to think about what happened there that last summer.
She and her childhood best friend Callie never ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Eligible : A modern retelling of Pride and Prejudice
9780399589522, 039958952X
Pub Date: 4/19/16, On Sale Date: 4/19
$18.00
512 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Road to Character
9780399589188, 039958918X
Pub Date: 4/14/16, On Sale Date: 4/14
$14.00
320 pages
Trade Paperback
Social Science / Sociology
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Random House
Summary: NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Wonderfully
tender and hilariously funny, Eligible tackles gender, class,
courtship, and family as Curtis Sittenfeld reaffirms herself as one
of the most dazzling authors writing today.
This version of the Bennet family—and Mr. Darcy—is one that you
have and haven’t met before: Liz is a magazine writer in her late
thirties who, like her yoga instructor older sister, Jane, lives in
New York City. When their father has a health scare, they return
to their childhood home in Cincinnati to help—and discover that
t...

Random House
Summary: The #1 New York Times bestseller and
controversial and eye-opening look at how our culture
has lost sight of the value of humility - defined as the
opposite of self-preoccupation - and why only an
engaged inner life can yield true meaning and fulfillment.
The fact is that we live in a hypercompetitive meritocracy:
colleges and businesses alike reward goal-oriented superstars and
those who self-promote are most likely to thrive. This rigorous,
culture-wide emphasis on external
acheivements can lead to great success but it also fosters shr...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Girl in the Spider's Web : A Lisbeth Salander novel,
continuing Stieg Larsson's Millennium Series
9781101973271, 1101973277
Pub Date: 4/7/16, On Sale Date: 4/7
$8.99
512 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Mystery & Detective
Territory: US,OpnMkt(no EU/CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
A Strangeness in My Mind
9781101972311, 1101972319
Pub Date: 4/7/16, On Sale Date: 4/7
$8.99
816 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US,OpnMkt(no EU/CAN)

Vintage Crime/Black Lizard
Summary: One of the Best Books of the Year
NPR * USA Today * O, The Oprah Magazine * Esquire
A genius hacker who has always been an outsider. A journalist
with a penchant for danger. She is Lisbeth Salander, the girl with
the dragon tattoo. He is Mikael Blomkvist, crusading editor of
Millennium. One night, Blomkvist receives a call from a source
who claims to have been given information vital to the United
States by a young female hacker. Blomkvist, always on the
lookout for a story, reaches out to Salander for help. She, as
usual, has plans of h...

Vintage
Summary: From the Nobel Prize winner and best-selling author
of Snow and My Name Is Red: a soaring, panoramic new
novel—his first since The Museum of Innocence—telling the
unforgettable tale of an Istanbul street vendor and the love of his
life.
Since his boyhood in a poor village in Central Anatolia, Mevlut
Karatas has fantasized about what his life would become. Not
getting as far in school as he’d hoped, at the age of twelve he
comes to Istanbul—“the center of the world”—and is immediately
enthralled by both the old city that is disappearing ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Kill 'Em and Leave : Searching for James Brown and the
American Soul
9780399589423, 0399589422
Pub Date: 4/5/16, On Sale Date: 4/5
$19.00
256 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Composers
& Musicians
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Spiegel & Grau
Summary: In his first non-fiction book since the
mega-bestseller The Color of Water, the National Book
Award winner acts on a tip from a Brown family member
and goes in search of the “real” James Brown. What he
discovers, as he travels the country talking to the
musicians, neighbors, family members, business partners,
and friends who knew Brown or who are involved in
preserving his legacy, is a dramatic and thrilling read, as
well as a complicated story of race, music, the American
South, and ultimately America today.
James Brown is arguably amo...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Translation of Love : A Novel
9780385541497, 038554149X
Pub Date: 4/5/16, On Sale Date: 4/5
$13.00
336 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Historical
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Doubleday
Summary: An emotionally gripping portrait of post-war
Japan, where a newly repatriated girl must help a
classmate find her missing sister.

After spending the war years in a Canadian internment camp,
thirteen-year-old Aya Shimamura and her father are faced with a
gut-wrenching choice: Move east of the Rocky Mountains or go
“back” to Japan. Barred from returning home to the west coast
and bitterly grieving the loss of Aya’s mother during internment,
Aya’s father signs a form that enables the government to deport
them.
But war-devastated Tokyo is no...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Harmony
The Sleep Revolution : Transforming Your Life, One Night at a Summary: In her new book, Arianna Huffington, the
president and editor in chief of the Huffington Post and
Time
9780804189118, 0804189110
Pub Date: 4/5/16, On Sale Date: 4/5
$20.00
400 pages
Trade Paperback
Psychology / Social Psychology
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Thrive,
tackles the importance of sleep in our lives—why so many
of us are sleep deprived, the sobering impact of sleep
deprivation on performance and long-term success, and
how each of us can take control of our lives and live more
fully and be more engaged by being more rested and able
to tackle the inevitable challenges we face.
In her New York Times bestseller Thrive, Arianna Huffington int...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Crow Girl : A novel
9780451493859, 0451493850
Pub Date: 4/5/16, On Sale Date: 4/5
$20.00
784 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Noir
Territory: US,OpnMkt(no EU/CAN)

Knopf
Summary: The International Sensation
It begins in a Stockholm city park where the abused body of a
young boy is discovered. Detective Superintendent Jeanette
Kihlberg heads the investigation, battling an apathetic prosecutor
and a bureaucratic police force unwilling to devote resources to
solving the murder of an immigrant child. But with the discovery
of the mutilated corpses of two more children, it becomes clear
that a serial killer is at large.
Superintendent Kihlberg turns to therapist Sofia Zetterlund for her
expertise in the psychopatholog...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Tell Me Three Things
9780399552939, 0399552936
Pub Date: 4/5/16, On Sale Date: 4/5
$12.50
336 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Social Themes /
Friendship
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Delacorte Press
Summary: A New York Times Bestseller

What if the person you need the most is someone you’ve
never met?
Funny and romantic, this tug-at-your-heartstrings
contemporary YA debut is perfect for readers of Rainbow
Rowell, Jennifer Niven, and E. Lockhart.
Everything about Jessie is wrong. At least, that’s what it feels like
during her first week as a junior at her new ultra-intimidating prep
school in Los Angeles. It’s been barely two years since her
mother’s death, and because her father eloped with a woman he
met online, Jessie has been forced to mov...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Born for This : How to Find the Work You Were Meant to Do
9780451496638, 0451496639
Pub Date: 4/5/16, On Sale Date: 4/5
$20.00
320 pages
Trade Paperback
Business & Economics / Entrepreneurship
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Crown Business
Summary: Have you ever met someone with the perfect job? To
the outside observer, it seems like they’ve won the career
lottery—that by some stroke of luck or circumstance they’ve
found the one thing they love so much that it doesn’t even feel
like work—and they’re getting paid well to do it.

To the outside observer, it seems like they’ve won the career
lottery—that by some stroke of luck or circumstance, they’ve
found the one thing they love so much that it doesn’t even feel
like work, and they’re getting paid well to do it.
In reality, their g...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The $100 Startup : Reinvent the Way You Make a Living, Do
What You Love, and Create a New Future
9780451496645, 0451496647
Pub Date: 4/5/16, On Sale Date: 4/5
$13.00
304 pages
Trade Paperback
Business & Economics / Entrepreneurship
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Crown Business
Summary: In The $100 Startup, Chris Guillebeau shows you
how to lead of life of adventure, meaning and purpose – and earn
a good living.
Still in his early thirties, Chris is on the verge of completing a tour
of every country on earth – he’s already visited more than 175
nations – and yet he’s never held a “real job” or earned a regular
paycheck. Rather, he has a special genius for turning ideas into
income, and he uses what he earns both to support his life of
adventure and to give back.
There are many others like Chris – those who’ve found ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Make Me (with bonus short story Small Wars) : A Jack
Reacher Novel
9780812999297, 0812999290
Pub Date: 3/29/16, On Sale Date: 3/29
$8.99
576 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Dell
Summary: With ten straight #1 New York Times
bestsellers and 100 million books sold in 97 territories,
it’s easy to see why Forbes has dubbed Jack Reacher the
#1 publishing franchise in the world.
With each new Jack Reacher thriller, Lee Child dominates
bestseller lists and ensnares new fans. In his 20th electrifying
adventure, “the reigning champ ups the ante.” When Reacher
arrives in Mother’s Rest, he expects to find a museum—maybe a
commemorative tombstone explaining the town’s intriguing name.
Instead, he meets an alluring ex-FBI agent named...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Just Fall : A Novel
9780399594175, 0399594175
Pub Date: 3/22/16, On Sale Date: 3/22
$18.00
304 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Psychological
Territory: World

Ballantine Books
Summary: Balanced on the razor edge of moral ambiguity,
this sexy and seductive debut novel asks: How can you
find out that the person you love is a killer…and continue
to love him anyway?
On the night of her wedding to Rob, Ellie’s perfect world suddenly
collapses. Her suave, charming, sophisticated husband is not the
man she believed him to be. Could he really be a killer?
Ellie is rapidly swept into a lethal vortex of betrayal, lies, and
uncertainty: Who is the man she married, really?
And how far will she go to protect him?
From Manhattan to th...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Triggers : Creating Behavior That Lasts--Becoming the
Person You Want to Be
9780451497864, 0451497864
Pub Date: 3/21/16, On Sale Date: 3/21
$12.00
272 pages
Trade Paperback
Business & Economics / Management
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Crown Business
Summary: In his powerful new book, bestselling author and
world-renowned executive coach Marshall Goldsmith examines
the environmental and psychological triggers that can derail us at
work and in life.
Do you ever find that you are not the patient, compassionate
problem solver you believe yourself to be? Are you surprised at
how irritated or flustered the normally unflappable you becomes
in the presence of a specific colleague at work? Have you ever
felt your temper accelerate from zero to sixty when another driver
cuts you off in traffic?
As Mar...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Black Earth : The Holocaust as History and Warning
9780451497376, 0451497376
Pub Date: 3/17/16, On Sale Date: 3/17
$13.00
480 pages
Trade Paperback
History / Holocaust
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Shopaholic to the Rescue : A Novel
9781101965849, 1101965843
Pub Date: 3/10/16, On Sale Date: 3/10
$8.99
368 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Humorous
Territory: US,CAN,OpnMkt(no EU)

Tim Duggan Books
Summary: A brilliant, haunting, and profoundly original
portrait of the defining tragedy of our time.

In this epic history of extermination and survival, Timothy Snyder
presents a new explanation of the great atrocity of the twentieth
century, and reveals the risks that we face in the twenty-first.
Based on new sources from eastern Europe and forgotten
testimonies from Jewish survivors, Black Earth recounts the mass
murder of the Jews as an event that is still close to us, more
comprehensible than we would like to think, and thus all the m...

Dell
Summary: Becky Bloomwood and a hilarious cast of
beloved family and friends (plus one enemy!) set off in a
van to find her missing father, last heard from in Las
Vegas.
Becky’s father Graham and her best friend’s husband, Tarquin,
have disappeared from Los Angeles saying simply they have
“something to take care of.”
But Tarquin’s wife Suze who is Becky’s best friend, and Becky’s
mother Jane, are convinced the two men are hiding something
and are in danger—their imaginations run wild. They must track
them down!
Becky is so guilty about ignoring her...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Smarter Faster Better : The Secrets of Being Productive in
Life and Business
9780812989830, 081298983X
Pub Date: 3/8/16, On Sale Date: 3/8
$20.00
400 pages
Trade Paperback
Business & Economics / Organizational
Behavior
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Random House
Summary: The bestselling author of The Power of Habit
explores the science of productivity, and why, in today’s
world, managing how you think—rather than what you
think about—can transform your life.
Productivity, recent studies suggest, isn’t always about driving
ourselves toward greater “efficiency.” Rather, real productivity
relies on managing how we think, identify goals, construct teams,
and make decisions.
This book explores eight concepts that are critical to increasing
productivity, illustrated by compelling CASE STUDIES. It introduces
us...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Until We Are Free : My Fight for Human Rights in Iran
9780812989854, 0812989856
Pub Date: 3/8/16, On Sale Date: 3/8
$20.00
304 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Personal
Memoirs
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Random House
Summary: The inspiring story of a fearless woman who
lost nearly everything fighting for human rights in her
homeland—Shirin Ebadi, the first Muslim woman to win
the Nobel Peace Prize.
For several years THE IRANIAN GOVERMENT TRIED EVERYTHING
TO SILENCE SHIRIN EBADI: They arrested her, bugged her
phones, attacked her home, shadowed her everywhere she went,
seized her office, and nailed a death threat to her front door.
But NOTHING COULD STOP EBADI FROM HER WORK AS A HUMAN
RIGHTS LAWYER defending women, children, and the persecuted
in Iran.
After se...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Travelers : A Novel
9780804189101, 0804189102
Pub Date: 3/8/16, On Sale Date: 3/8
$20.00
448 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Crown
Summary: The breathlessly paced, thrilling new novel
from Chris Pavone, the New York Times bestselling author
of The Expats and The Accident
Will Rhodes has made a terrible mistake. A woman has appeared
at the door of his Argentine hotel room, a woman who isn’t his
wife and who, until this moment, has been a harmless flirtation.
Harmless flirtations are part of his job. But these flirtations have
never showed up at his hotel room with a gun, threatening his
life.
Will is a travel writer—a wine aficionado and international food
expert for Traveler...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Serpent King
9780399554360, 039955436X
Pub Date: 3/8/16, On Sale Date: 3/8
$12.50
384 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Social Themes
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Crown Books for Young Readers
Summary: “Move over, John Green; Zentner is coming for
you.” —The New York Public Library
“Will fill the infinite space that was left in your chest after
you finished The Perks of Being a Wallflower.”
—BookRiot.com
“A brutally honest portrayal of teen life…[and] a love
letter to the South from a man who really understands
it.” —Mashable.com
“I adored all three of these characters and the way they
talked to and loved one another.”—New York Times
Named one of the Most Anticipated YA Books of 2016 by
Paste Magazine and Popcrush.com
Dill has had to wr...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Multnomah
(Un)Qualified : How God Uses Broken People to Do Big Things Summary: NYT best-selling pastor invites readers to
9781601429384, 160142938X
Pub Date: 3/1/16, On Sale Date: 3/1
$14.99
224 pages
Trade Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
Territory: World

Export Editions 2015_2016
Classical Drawing Atelier (Export Edition) : A Complete
Course in Traditional Studio Practice
9780399578304, 0399578307
Pub Date: 3/1/16, On Sale Date: 3/1
$22.99
160 pages
Trade Paperback
Art / Techniques / Drawing
Territory: World

Export Editions 2015_2016
Green Island : A novel
9780451493149, 0451493141
Pub Date: 2/23/16, On Sale Date: 2/23
$18.00
400 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Asian American
Territory: World

embrace who they really are, in order to become who God
has called them to be.
Furtick examines the nature of the divine as the great “I AM,” and
in turn helps the reader examine his or her own identity.
Using Jacob/Israel as a test case, Furtick helps us all to confront
our weaknesses. Instead of hiding our shortcomings, Furtick
invites us to reveal them and ask God to work through them. This
is the paradox of the Christian life: that our weakness makes us
strong. That God chooses to work throu...

Watson-Guptill
Summary: Ateliers have produced the greatest artists of all
time—and now that educational model is experiencing a
renaissance. These studios, a return to classical art training, are
based on the nineteenth-century model of teaching artists by
pairing them with a master artist over a period of years. Students
begin by copying masterworks, then gradually progress to
painting as their skills develop. Classical Drawing Atelier is an
atelier in a book—and the master is Juliette Aristides, a classically
trained artist. On every page, Aristides uses t...

Knopf
Summary: “Shawna Yang Ryan’s propulsive storytelling carries
us through a bloody time in Taiwanese history, its implications still
reverberating today. The story is haunted by questions about
whether Taiwan is a part of China or its own country, what the
costs are of standing up for one’s beliefs and by the choices made
by one father and his daughter. Green Island is a tough,
unsentimental and moving novel that is a memorial not only to
the heroes, but also to the survivors.” —Viet Thanh Nguyen,
Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Sympathizer
A...

Export Editions 2015_2016
We Never Asked for Wings : A Novel
9781101885529, 1101885521
Pub Date: 2/18/16, On Sale Date: 2/18
$7.99
368 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Contemporary Women
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Ballantine Books
Summary: A novel about young love, hard choices, and
immigrants finding hope against all oddsfrom the beloved
New York Times bestselling author of The Language of
Flowers.
For fourteen years, Letty Espinosa has worked three jobs around
San Francisco to make ends meet while her mother raised her
children—Alex, fifteen, and Luna, six—in their tiny apartment on a
forgotten spit of wetlands near the bay. But now Letty’s parents
are returning to Mexico, and Letty must step up and become a
mother for the first time in her life.
Navigating this new terr...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Calamity
9780399552953, 0399552952
Pub Date: 2/16/16, On Sale Date: 2/16
$15.00
432 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Boys & Men
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Gift for All People : Thoughts on God's Great Grace
9781601429377, 1601429371
Pub Date: 2/16/16, On Sale Date: 2/16
$7.99
144 pages
Trade Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Inspirational
Territory: World

Export Editions 2015_2016
A Mother's Reckoning : Living in the Aftermath of Tragedy
9781101907023, 1101907029
Pub Date: 2/15/16, On Sale Date: 2/15
$20.00
336 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Personal
Memoirs
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Passion of Mademoiselle S.
9780399588273, 0399588272
Pub Date: 2/9/16, On Sale Date: 2/9
$15.00
272 pages
Trade Paperback
Literary Collections / Letters
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Delacorte Press
Summary: Order the sequel to the #1 New York Times
bestselling novel Firefight today!
From the bestselling author of the Mistborn series and Words of
Radiance comes Calamity, the final book in the #1 New York
Times bestselling Reckoners series: Steelheart, Firefight, and
Calamity.
When Calamity lit up the sky, the Epics were born. David’s fate
has been tied to their villainy ever since that historic night.
Steelheart killed his father. Firefight stole his heart. And now
Regalia has turned his closest ally into a dangerous enemy.
David knew...

Multnomah
Summary: An inspirational collection of stories on grace
and the love of God from best-selling author Max Lucado.
The Gift for All People, a classic book with over 700,000 copies
sold, is a celebration of God’s gift of salvation wrapped in a
collection of inspirational stories. A contemporary new package
invites a new generation of readers to enjoy this inspiration
collection of stories meant to help Christians comprehend and
treasure the assurance of their salvation and non-Christians
realize and embrace the gift of abundant, eternal life in Je...

Crown
Summary: In A Mother’s Reckoning, Sue Klebold, for the first
time, recounts, based on her recollections, her daily journals, and
the difficult and harrowing writings and video recordings her son
left behind, the days and months leading up to the tragic shooting
at Columbine High School, where 12 students and one teacher, as
well as the shooters themselves, died—and the indelible impact
on Sue, her family, the community, and our culture. In large
measure, this candid and unflinching narrative was written to
explore how Sue and others close to Dy...

Spiegel & Grau
Summary: An erotic literary treasure: The recently
discovered letters that chronicle the passionate affair of a
young woman in Paris in 1928.
While helping a friend clean out an old apartment in Paris, French
diplomat Jean-Yves Berthault discovers a leather attache case
hidden under a pile of old jars and papers. The case contained a
collection of handwritten letters. Upon reading the first one,
Berthault realizes an extraordinary adventure lies at his fingertips.
The letters are penned by the mysterious Simone, a well-to-do
Parisian woman, and ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Armada
9780804189231, 0804189234
Pub Date: 2/9/16, On Sale Date: 2/9
$12.50
368 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Science Fiction / Action &
Adventure
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Crown
Summary: A cinematic, inventive, heartwarming, and
completely nerdtastic adventure from the bestselling
author of Ready Player One
It’s just another day of high school for Zack Lightman. He’s
daydreaming through another boring math class, with just one
more month to go until graduation and freedom—if he can make
it that long without getting suspended again.
Then he glances out his classroom window and spots the flying
saucer.
At first, Zack thinks he’s going crazy.
A minute later, he’s sure of it. Because the UFO he’s staring at is
straight out of ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
In Other Words
9781101947654, 1101947659
Pub Date: 2/9/16, On Sale Date: 2/9
$20.00
256 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Personal
Memoirs
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
In Europe's Shadow : Two Cold Wars and a Thirty-Year
Journey Through Romania and Beyond
9780812989878, 0812989872
Pub Date: 2/9/16, On Sale Date: 2/9
$18.00
336 pages
Trade Paperback
History / Europe / Eastern
Territory: World

Knopf
Summary: National Best Seller
From the best-selling author and Pulitzer Prize winner, a powerful
nonfiction debut—an “honest, engaging, and very moving account
of a writer searching for herself in words.” —Kirkus Reviews
(starred)
In Other Words is a revelation. It is at heart a love story—of a
long and sometimes difficult courtship, and a passion that verges
on obsession: that of a writer for another language. For Jhumpa
Lahiri, that love was for Italian, which first captivated and
capsized her during a trip to Florence after college. Although ...

Random House
Summary: A riveting and timely account of Romania past
and present, of a decades-long obsession with one
country, and of the fate of Europe in the age of Vladimir
Putin from the bestselling author of Balkan Ghosts.
Robert Kaplan first visited Romania in the 1970s, when he was a
young journalist and the country was a bleak Communist
backwater. What ensued was a lifelong fascination with a critical,
often-overlooked country.
This is a vivid blend of memoir, travelogue, journalism, and
history. Kaplan illuminates the history and culture of Romania w...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The High Mountains of Portugal : A Novel
9780399588433, 0399588434
Pub Date: 2/2/16, On Sale Date: 2/2
$20.00
352 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Visionary & Metaphysical
Territory: US,OpnMkt(no EU/CAN)

Spiegel & Grau
Summary: A novel that explores questions of loss and
faith that hearkens back to the award-winning,
bestselling Life of Pi.
In this allegorical three-part novel—quixotic quest story, ghost
story, and contemporary realism—all set in Portugal (in Lisbon and
in the fictional High Mountains of Portugal)—in the 17th century,
at the turn of the 20th century, mid-20th century, and
today—Yann Martel presents us with three intersecting narratives
that explore our relationship with faith.
Story Locale: Portugal
Publication History: Spiegel & Grau HC 02/16

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Swans of Fifth Avenue : A Novel
9781101885536, 110188553X
Pub Date: 1/26/16, On Sale Date: 1/26
$20.00
368 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: World

Delacorte Press
Summary: New York Times bestseller. An enthralling new
novel about Truman Capote’s scandalous, headlinemaking, and heart-wrenching friendship with Babe Paley
and New York’s society “swans” of the 1950s.
Centered on two dynamic, complicated, and compelling
protagonists—Truman Capote and Babe Paley—this book is
steeped in the glamour and perfumed and smoky atmosphere of
New York’s high society. Babe Paley—known for her high-profile
marriage to CBS founder William Paley and her ranking in the
International Best-Dressed Hall of Fame—was one of the ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Harmony
The Diamond Cutter : The Buddha on Managing Your Business Summary: With a unique combination of ancient and
contemporary wisdom from the Tibetan Buddhist tradition, The
and Your Life
9780804189514, 080418951X
Pub Date: 1/26/16, On Sale Date: 1/26
$14.95
288 pages
Trade Paperback
Religion / Buddhism
Territory: World

Export Editions 2015_2016
Speaking in Bones : A Novel
9781101885543, 1101885548
Pub Date: 1/26/16, On Sale Date: 1/26
$8.99
480 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
Anna and the Swallow Man
9780399553042, 0399553045
Pub Date: 1/26/16, On Sale Date: 1/26
$15.00
240 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Historical / Holocaust
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Diamond Cutter presents readers with empowering strategies
for success in their work and personal lives.
Geshe Michael Roach, one of the great teachers today of Tibetan
Buddhism, has richly woven The Diamond Cutter in three
layers. The first is a translation of selections from the Diamond
Sutra itself, an ancient text comprised of conversations between
the Buddha and his close disciple Subhuti. Considered a central
work by Buddhists thr...

Bantam
Summary: The latest blockbuster suspense novel in the
Temperance Brennan series, from #1 New York Times
bestselling author and forensic anthropologist Kathy
Reichs.
For every case Temperence Brennan has solved, there remain
innumerable unidentified bodies in her lab. Information on some
of these is available online, where amateur sleuths sometimes
take a stab at solving cases. One day, Tempe gets a call from
Hazel “Lucky” Strike, a web sleuth who believes she’s successfully
connected a body in Tempe’s lab to a missing persons report on
an eighte...

Knopf Books for Young Readers
Summary: New York Times Bestseller
“Exquisite.” —The Wall Street Journal
“This is masterly storytelling.” —The New York Times Book
Review
A stunning, beautiful, and ambitious debut novel set in
Poland during the Second World War perfect for readers
of All the Light We Cannot See and The Book Thief.
Kraków, 1939. A million marching soldiers and a thousand barking
dogs. This is no place to grow up. Anna Lania is just seven years
old when the Germans take her father, a linguistics professor,
during their purge of intellectuals in Poland. She’s alone....

Export Editions 2015_2016
In a Different Key : The Story of Autism
9780804189385, 0804189382
Pub Date: 1/19/16, On Sale Date: 1/19
$18.00
688 pages
Trade Paperback
Psychology / Psychopathology / Autism
Spectrum Disorders
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
God Help the Child : A Novel
9781101971949, 1101971940
Pub Date: 1/19/16, On Sale Date: 1/19
$9.99
192 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
Traveler
9780399551666, 0399551662
Pub Date: 1/12/16, On Sale Date: 1/12
$12.50
400 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Action & Adventure
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Buried Giant
9781101911310, 110191131X
Pub Date: 1/5/16, On Sale Date: 1/5
$8.99
384 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US,OpnMkt(no EU/CAN)

Crown
Summary: An extraordinary narrative history of autism:
the riveting story of parents fighting for their children ’s
civil rights; of doctors struggling to define autism; of
ingenuity, self-advocacy, and profound social change
Nearly seventy-five years ago, Donald Triplett of Forest,
Mississippi, became the first child diagnosed with autism.
Beginning with his family’s odyssey, In a Different Key tells the
extraordinary story of this often misunderstood condition, and of
the civil rights battles waged by the families of those who have it.
Unfoldi...

Vintage
Summary: Spare and unsparing, God Help the Child—the first
novel by Toni Morrison to be set in our current moment—weaves
a tale about the way the sufferings of childhood can shape, and
misshape, the life of the adult.
At the center: a young woman who calls herself Bride, whose
stunning blue-black skin is only one element of her beauty, her
boldness and confidence, her success in life, but which caused her
light-skinned mother to deny her even the simplest forms of love.
There is Booker, the man Bride loves, and loses to anger. Rain,
the mysterio...

Delacorte Press
Summary: For readers of Game of Thrones and Marie Lu:
Traveler, the sequel to Seeker.
Quin Kincaid is a Seeker. Her legacy is an honor, an ancient role
passed down for generations. But what she learned on her Oath
night changed her world forever.
Quin pledged her life to deception. Her legacy as a Seeker is not
noble but savage. Her father, a killer. Her uncle, a liar. Her
mother, a casualty. And the boy she once loved is out for
vengeance, with her family in his sights.
Yet Quin is not alone. Shinobu, her oldest companion, might now
b...

Vintage
Summary: From the author of Never Let Me Go and the
Booker Prize-winning The Remains of the Day
The Romans have long since departed and Britain is steadily
declining into ruin. But, at least, the wars that once ravaged the
country have ceased. Axl and Beatrice, a couple of elderly Britons,
decide that now is the time, finally, for them to set off across this
troubled land of mist and rain to find the son they have not seen
for years, the son they can scarcely remember. They know they
will face many hazards—some strange and otherworldly—but
they...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Mr. Lemoncello's Library Olympics
9780399556500, 0399556508
Pub Date: 1/5/16, On Sale Date: 1/5
$13.50
288 pages
Trade Paperback
Juvenile Fiction / Books & Libraries
Territory: World

Random House Books for Young Readers
Summary: The much-anticipated New York Times
bestselling puzzle-packed sequel to the award-winning
Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library!
Welcome, boys and girls, readers of all ages, to the first-ever
Library Olympics! Kyle and his teammates are back, and the
world-famous game maker Luigi Lemoncello is at it again!
This time Mr. Lemoncello has invited teams from all across
America to compete in the first-ever LIBRARY OLYMPICS. But
something suspicious is going on…books are missing from Mr.
Lemoncello’s library. Is someone trying to censor what ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Jesus Speaks : 365 Days of Guidance and Encouragement,
Straight from the Words of Christ
9781601429360, 1601429363
Pub Date: 12/15/15, On Sale Date: 12/15
$12.99
384 pages
Trade Paperback
Religion / Devotional
Territory: World

Export Editions 2015_2016
Better Than Before
9780804188951, 0804188955
Pub Date: 11/24/15, On Sale Date: 11/24
$9.99
464 pages
Mass Market
Self-Help / Personal Growth
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

WaterBrook
Summary: A daily one-year devotional focused on the
recorded words of Jesus Christ.
The New Testament attributes nearly 2,000 statements to Jesus
Christ, including more than 100 promises and more than 100
instructions for living in line with God’s priorities. Drawing on these
2,000 statements, this compelling devotional invites readers to let
Jesus speak directly into their lives and to allow His words to
shape the focus of their days.

Crown
Summary: From the author of the blockbuster New York
Times bestsellers The Happiness Project and Happier at
Home comes a new bestselling book in paperback that
tackles the question: How do we make good habits that
are easy, effortless, and automatic?
Most of us have a habit we’d like to change, and there’s no
shortage of advice about what to try. But as we all know from
tough experience, no magic, one-size-fits-all solution exists. How
can we change our habits, really?
In Better Than Before, acclaimed writer Gretchen Rubin identifies
every approa...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Tricky Twenty-Two : A Stephanie Plum Novel
9780345542991, 0345542991
Pub Date: 11/17/15, On Sale Date: 11/17
$18.00
304 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Women
Sleuths
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Bantam
Summary: The much-anticipated 22nd book in the #1
bestselling Stephanie Plum series by Janet Evanovich.
Story Locale: New Jersey
Series Overview: Stephanie Plum is a bounty hunter who often
runs into trouble on the job, but she has family, friends, and
several men to help her out of sticky situations. There’s Lula, a
plus-sized former hooker turned bounty hunter, and Grandma
Mazur, Stephanie’s outrageous grandmother who packs a gun and
sometimes tags along on cases. The series wouldn’t be complete
without a love triangle. Joe Morelli, AKA “Office...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Game of Lives (The Mortality Doctrine, Book Three)
9781101934333, 1101934336
Pub Date: 11/17/15, On Sale Date: 11/17
$12.50
352 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Computers & Digital
Media
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Delacorte Press
Summary: From James Dashner, author of the #1 New
York Times bestselling Maze Runner series, comes The
Game of Lives, the final book in the Mortality Doctrine
series, an edge-of-your-seat cyber-adventure trilogy that
includes The Eye of Minds and The Rule of Thoughts.
Michael used to live to game, but the games he was playing have
become all too real. Only weeks ago, sinking into the Sleep was
fun. The VirtNet combined the most cutting-edge technology and
the most sophisticated gaming for a full mind-body experience.
And it was Michael’s pas...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Harmony
Super Genes : Unlock the Astonishing Power of Your DNA for Summary: Authors of the New York Times bestseller
Super Brain mix cutting-edge science and spiritual
Optimum Health and Well-Being
9780804189316, 0804189315
Pub Date: 11/10/15, On Sale Date: 11/10
$18.00
336 pages
Trade Paperback
Health & Fitness / Healthy Living
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Unforgiven
9781101931271, 1101931272
Pub Date: 11/10/15, On Sale Date: 11/10
$15.00
368 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Romance
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Murderer's Daughter : A Novel
9780812999198, 0812999193
Pub Date: 11/4/15, On Sale Date: 11/4
$7.99
480 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

wisdom to present a bold new understanding of our
genes and how changes in lifestyle can not only benefit
our genetics but help lead us to happier, healthier, and
more fulfilling lives.
“You are not simply the sum output of your genome,” write
Deepak Chopra and Rudy Tanzi, “you are the user and inventor of
your genome.” This revolutionary idea is at the heart of the new
book from the bestselling duo behind Super Brain. For years,
many have believ...

Delacorte Press
Summary: Every story has a dark side, and this story
belongs to Cam, the brooding, bad-boy dark angel FALLEN
readers love.
High school can be hell.
Cam knows what it’s like to be haunted. He’s spent more time in
Hell than any angel ever should. And his freshest Hell is high
school, where Lilith, the girl he can’t stop loving, is serving out a
punishment for his crimes.
Cam made a bet with Lucifer: he has fifteen days to convince the
only girl who really matters to him to love him again. If he
succeeds, Lilith will be allowed back into the world,...

Ballantine Books
Summary: An explosive, edge-of-your-seat standalone
psychological thriller from Jonathan Kellerman, the #1
New York Times bestselling master of the genre.
Grace Blades is a master psychologist, respected by her peers and
adored by her patients. She is hardworking and highly competent,
a model of self-control. But in private, Grace indulges a secret
thrill-seeking darkness, pursuing danger as an escape from the
regimented life she’s established. Closing her eyes as she flies
down the Los Angeles freeway or targeting a stranger in a hotel
bar for ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Grownup : A Story by the Author of Gone Girl
9781101907320, 1101907320
Pub Date: 11/3/15, On Sale Date: 11/3
$5.99
64 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Shopaholic to the Rescue : A Novel
9780812989823, 0812989821
Pub Date: 10/27/15, On Sale Date: 10/27
$20.00
368 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Humorous
Territory: US,CAN,OpnMkt(no EU)

Crown
Summary: The Edgar Award-winning, brilliantly creepy
short story from the author of GONE GIRL, DARK PLACES
and SHARP OBJECTS, published for the first time as a
standalone book.
Formerly a soft-core sex worker at avant-garde establishment
Spiritual Palms, our unnamed narrator transitions to the front of
the shop as a psychic, pretending to read auras, but actually using
skills gained in her grifting childhood to read her clients. When she
meets Susan Burke, a desperate suburbanite struggling to cope
with her unnerving old house, Carterhook Manor,...

The Dial Press
Summary: Becky Bloomwood and a hilarious cast of
beloved family and friends (plus one enemy!) set off in a
van to find her missing father, last heard from in Las
Vegas.
Becky’s father Graham and her best friend’s husband, Tarquin,
have disappeared from Los Angeles saying simply they have
“something to take care of.”
But Tarquin’s wife Suze who is Becky’s best friend, and Becky’s
mother Jane, are convinced the two men are hiding something
and are in danger—their imaginations run wild. They must track
them down!
Becky is so guilty about ignoring her...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Crown Business
Good Profit : How Creating Value for Others Built One of the Summary: A Legendary CEO’s Unique Management System
World's Most Successful Companies
9780804189323, 0804189323
Pub Date: 10/27/15, On Sale Date: 10/27
$20.00
288 pages
Trade Paperback
Business & Economics / Management
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
These Shallow Graves
9781101931264, 1101931264
Pub Date: 10/27/15, On Sale Date: 10/27
$15.00
496 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Girls & Women
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

In 1967, Charles Koch took the reins of his father’s company and
began the process of growing it from a $21 million company into
a global corporation with revenues of about $115 billion, according
to Forbes.
So how did this MIT engineer manage to grow Koch Industries
into one of the largest private companies in the world today with
growth exceeding that of the S&P 500 by almost 30-fold over the
last five decades? Through his unique five-dimensional
management process and system called Market-Bas...

Delacorte Press
Summary: From Jennifer Donnelly, the critically acclaimed New
York Times bestselling author of A Northern Light and Revolution,
comes a mystery about dark secrets, dirty truths, and the lengths
to which people will go for love and revenge. For fans of Elizabeth
George and Libba Bray, These Shallow Graves is the story of how
much a young woman is willing to risk and lose in order to find
the truth.
Jo Montfort is beautiful and rich, and soon—like all the girls in her
class—she’ll graduate from finishing school and be married off to a
wealthy ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
A Little Life
9781101972427, 1101972424
Pub Date: 10/22/15, On Sale Date: 10/22
$13.00
832 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Anchor
Summary: NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST
SHORT-LISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE
Brace yourself for the most astonishing, challenging,
upsetting, and profoundly moving book in many a season.
An epic about love and friendship in the twenty-first
century that goes into some of the darkest places fiction
has ever traveled and yet somehow improbably breaks
through into the light. Truly an amazement—and a great
gift for its readers.
When four classmates from a small Massachusetts college move
to New York to make their way, they’re broke, adrift, and
buoyed...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Miss Peregrine's Peculiar Children Boxed Set (EXP)
9781594748905, 159474890X
Pub Date: 10/20/15, On Sale Date: 10/20
$33.97
Young Adult Fiction / Fantasy
Territory: World except US

Quirk Books
Summary: The #1 New York Times Best Seller is soon to
be a major motion picture from visionary director Tim
Burton, starring Eva Green, Asa Butterfield, Ella Purnell,
Samuel L. Jackson, and Judi Dench.
Includes 3 paperback novels by Ransom Riggs and a
collectible postcard.
Together for the first time, here is the #1 New York Times best
seller Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children and its two
sequels, Hollow City and the (newly released) Library of Souls. All
three hardcovers are packaged in a beautifully designed slipcase.
Also included...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Year of the Runaways : A novel
9780451492999, 0451492994
Pub Date: 10/15/15, On Sale Date: 10/15
$13.00
496 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Knopf
Summary: Short-listed for the 2015 Man Booker Prize
The Guardian: The Best Novels of 2015
The Independent: Literary Fiction of the Year 2015
From one of Granta’s Best of Young British Novelists and Man
Booker Prize nominee Sunjeev Sahota—a sweeping, urgent
contemporary epic, set against a vast geographical and historical
canvas, astonishing for its richness and texture and scope, and for
the utter immersiveness of its reading experience.
Three young men, and one unforgettable woman, come together
in a journey from India to England, where they hope ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
City on Fire : A novel
9781101946688, 1101946687
Pub Date: 10/13/15, On Sale Date: 10/13
$20.00
944 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Knopf
Summary: National Best Seller • Named a Best Book of
the Year by: New York Times, Washington Post, San
Francisco Chronicle, NPR, Vogue, The Atlantic, Newsday
“A novel of head-snapping ambition and heart-stopping
power—a novel that attests to its young author’s
boundless and unflagging talents.” —Michiko Kakutani,
New York Times
New York City, 1976. Meet Regan and William Hamilton-Sweeney,
estranged heirs to one of the city’s great fortunes; Keith and
Mercer, the men who, for better or worse, love them; Charlie and
Samantha, two suburban teenager...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Q&A a Day for Mothers
9780804188630, 0804188637
Pub Date: 10/13/15, On Sale Date: 10/13
$16.95
368 pages
Diary
Family & Relationships / Parenting /
Motherhood
Territory: World

Export Editions 2015_2016
M Train
9781101946671, 1101946679
Pub Date: 10/6/15, On Sale Date: 10/6
$20.00
272 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Personal
Memoirs
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
Die Again: A Rizzoli & Isles Novel
9780812999082, 0812999088
Pub Date: 9/29/15, On Sale Date: 9/29
$7.99
432 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Superforecasting : The Art and Science of Prediction
9781101905562, 1101905565
Pub Date: 9/29/15, On Sale Date: 9/29
$20.00
352 pages
Trade Paperback
Business & Economics / Forecasting
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Potter Style
Summary: 365 questions, 5 years, 1,825 memories of
motherhood
A mother and child share so much together—countless milestones,
simple joys, unexpected challenges, and all the little surprising
moments in between. This five-year journal will help you capture
it all—simply turn to today’s date and take a few moments to
answer the question at the top of the page. As the journal fills, it
will become a loving record and cherished family keepsake.

Knopf
Summary: National Best Seller
From the National Book Award–winning author of Just Kids: an
unforgettable odyssey of a legendary artist, told through the
prism of the cafés and haunts she has worked in around the
world. It is a book Patti Smith has described as “a roadmap to my
life.”
M Train begins in the tiny Greenwich Village café where Smith
goes every morning for black coffee, ruminates on the world as it
is and the world as it was, and writes in her notebook. Through
prose that shifts fluidly between dreams and reality, past and
present, an...

Ballantine Books
Summary: The latest enthralling case in Tess Gerritsen’s
New York Times bestselling Rizzoli & Isles series, the
blockbuster books behind the smash hit TNT series.
Boston Detective Jane Rizzoli is on the case of a big game hunter
found dead in his apartment, alone with the body of a beautiful
white snow leopard he had recently been commissioned to
procure and stuff for a high-profile museum in the area. Medical
examiner Maura Isles connects the case to a number of seemingly
unrelated deaths where the victims have all been found hanging
upside dow...

Crown
Summary: From one of the world’s most highly regarded
social scientists comes a seminal book on forecasting
that shows, for the first time, how we can all get better at
making predictions.
Everyone would benefit from seeing further into the future,
whether buying stocks, crafting policy, launching a new product,
or simply planning the week’s meals. Unfortunately, people tend
to be terrible forecasters. As Wharton professor Philip Tetlock
showed in a landmark 2005 study, even experts’ predictions are
only slightly better than chance. However, an ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
GRE Power Vocab
9780451487162, 0451487168
Pub Date: 9/29/15, On Sale Date: 9/29
$14.99
448 pages
Trade Paperback
Study Aids / Gre
Territory: World

Princeton Review
Summary: THE PRINCETON REVIEW GETS RESULTS! Ace the
GRE verbal sections with 800+ words you need to know
to excel.
Improving your vocabulary is one of the most important steps you
can take to enhance your GRE verbal score. The Princeton
Review’s GRE Power Vocab is filled with useful definitions and
study tips for over 800 words, along with skills for decoding
unfamiliar ones. You’ll also find strategies that help to liven up
flashcards and boost memorization techniques.
Everything You Need to Help Achieve a High Score.
• 800+ of the most frequentl...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Library of Souls (EXP) : The Third Novel of Miss Peregrine's
Peculiar Children
9781594748400, 1594748403
Pub Date: 9/22/15, On Sale Date: 9/22
$11.99
464 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Fantasy
Territory: World except US

Export Editions 2015_2016
Why Not Me?
9781101905579, 1101905573
Pub Date: 9/15/15, On Sale Date: 9/15
$18.00
240 pages
Trade Paperback
Humor / Form / Essays
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Motive : No. 1 internationally bestselling author
9780812999099, 0812999096
Pub Date: 9/1/15, On Sale Date: 9/1
$7.99
400 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Quirk Books
Summary: The movie adaptation of Miss Peregrine’s Home
for Peculiar Children is in theaters September 2016.
The New York Times #1 best selling series
A boy with extraordinary powers. An army of deadly monsters. An
epic battle for the future of peculiardom.
The adventure that began with Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar
Children and continued in Hollow City comes to a thrilling
conclusion with Library of Souls. As the story opens, sixteenyear-old Jacob discovers a powerful new ability, and soon he’s
diving through history to rescue his peculiar...

Crown Archetype
Summary: From Mindy Kaling, the author of the
mega-bestseller Is Everyone Hanging Out Without Me?
and creator and star of The Mindy Project, comes a highly
anticipated second book of hilarious essays, opinions,
concerns, and advice.
Since the publication of her much-loved first book, Mindy Kaling’s
life has changed significantly. Back then, she played Kelly Kapoor,
a supporting character on the popular series, The Office. Now
Mindy is the creator, producer, writer, and star of her own TV
show, The Mindy Project. She is, as she puts it, “a tiny b...

Ballantine Books
Summary: In #1 New York Times bestselling author
Jonathan Kellerman’s thrilling new blockbuster,
psychologist sleuth Alex Delaware scrambles to unravel
the darkest impulses of a devilishly cunning mind bent on
serial murder.
A much-loved woman’s dead body is found in her apartment,
victim of horrendous overkill even as her dining room table is
perfectly set for a romantic dinner. Turns out her devoted
boyfriend has an alibi and, with few clues leading to a suspect,
LAPD’s Lieutenant Milo Sturgis calls in psychologist Alex Delaware
for help. Then...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Girl in the Spider's Web : A Lisbeth Salander novel,
continuing Stieg Larsson's Millennium Series
9781101946756, 110194675X
Pub Date: 8/27/15, On Sale Date: 8/27
$20.00
416 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Mystery & Detective
Territory: US,OpnMkt(no EU/CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
Rising Strong
9780812999334, 0812999339
Pub Date: 8/25/15, On Sale Date: 8/25
$20.00
336 pages
Trade Paperback
Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Knopf
Summary: Lisbeth Salander and Mikael Blomkvist return
She is the girl with the dragon tattoo—a genius hacker and
uncompromising misfit. He is a crusading journalist whose
championing of the truth often brings him to the brink of
prosecution.
Late one night, Blomkvist receives a phone call from a source
claiming to have information vital to the United States. The source
has been in contact with a young female superhacker—a hacker
resembling someone Blomkvist knows all too well. The
implications are staggering. Blomkvist, in desperate need of a
sc...

Spiegel & Grau
Summary: For the legions of fans of the #1 New York
Times bestsellers Daring Greatly and The Gifts of
Imperfection and her landmark TED talks on vulnerability
and shame, comes the next step in the groundbreaking
social research of thought leader Brene Brown, PhD.
Rising Strong tells us what it takes to get back up after
failure and teaches us how owning our stories of
disappointment and heartbreak gives us the power to
write a daring new ending.
With her bestselling books on the transformative gifts of shame
and vulnerability, her inspiring call...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Another Day
9781101931363, 1101931361
Pub Date: 8/25/15, On Sale Date: 8/25
$15.00
336 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Social Themes /
Emotions & Feelings
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Knopf Books for Young Readers
Summary: A New York Times Bestseller
A girl falls in love with someone who wakes up in a
different body each morning in this enthralling and
poignant follow-up to the New York Times bestseller
Every Day.
David Levithan (co-author of Will Grayson, Will Grayson with John
Green) turns his New York Times bestseller Every Day on its head
by flipping perspectives in this exploration of love and how it can
change you.
Every day is the same for Rhiannon. She has accepted her life,
convinced herself that she deserves her distant, temperamental
boyfrien...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Smaller and Smaller Circles
9781616955274, 1616955279
Pub Date: 8/18/15, On Sale Date: 8/18
$9.99
368 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Mystery & Detective /
International Mystery & Crime
Territory: World except US

Soho Crime
Summary: This harrowing mystery, winner of the
Philippine National Book Award, follows two Catholic
priests on the hunt through Manila for a brutal serial
killer
Payatas, a 50-acre dump northeast of Manila’s Quezon City, is
home to thousands of people who live off of what they can
scavenge there. It is one of the poorest neighborhoods in a city
whose law enforcement is already stretched thin, devoid of
forensic resources and rife with corruption. So when the
eviscerated bodies of preteen boys begin to appear in the dump
heaps, there is no one to...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Martian (Movie Tie-In EXPORT) : A Novel
9781101905555, 1101905557
Pub Date: 8/18/15, On Sale Date: 8/18
$9.99
448 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Science Fiction / Action &
Adventure
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Crown
Summary: A mass market movie tie-in edition of the New
York Times bestseller from Andy Weir
A mission to Mars. A freak accident. One man’s struggle to
survive.
Six days ago, astronaut Mark Watney became one of the first
people to walk on Mars.
Now, he’s sure he’ll be the first person to die there.
After a dust storm nearly kills him and forces his crew to evacuate
the planet while thinking him dead, Mark finds himself stranded
on Mars’ surface, completely alone, with no way to even signal
Earth that he’s alive. And even if he could get word out, hi...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Auggie & Me: Three Wonder Stories
9781101935774, 1101935774
Pub Date: 8/18/15, On Sale Date: 8/18
$9.99
320 pages
Trade Paperback
Juvenile Fiction / School & Education
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Lean In : Women, Work, and the Will to Lead
9781101872703, 1101872705
Pub Date: 8/6/15, On Sale Date: 8/6
$15.00
256 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Personal
Memoirs
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Knopf Books for Young Readers
Summary: WONDER IS SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION
PICTURE STARRING JULIA ROBERTS AND JACOB TREMBLAY!
Over 3 million people have read the #1 New York Times
bestseller Wonder—the book that inspired the Choose
Kind movement—and have fallen in love with Auggie
Pullman, an ordinary boy with an extraordinary face.
Auggie & Me gives readers a special look at Auggie’s world
through three new points of view. Previously only available in
ebook, now they’ll be published all together—complete with an
introduction from the author on how she came to write them—in
...

Vintage
Summary: Thirty years after women became 50 percent of the
college graduates in the United States, men still hold the vast
majority of leadership positions in government and industry. This
means that women’s voices are still not heard equally in the
decisions that most affect our lives. In Lean In, Sheryl Sandberg
examines why women’s progress in achieving leadership roles has
stalled, explains the root causes, and offers compelling,
commonsense solutions that can empower women to achieve
their full potential.
Sandberg is the chief operating off...

Export Editions 2015_2016
A Spool of Blue Thread : A Novel
9780812999280, 0812999282
Pub Date: 8/4/15, On Sale Date: 8/4
$8.99
400 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Ballantine Books
Summary: SHORTLISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE

Export Editions 2015_2016
Bantam
As Chimney Sweepers Come to Dust : A Flavia de Luce Novel Summary: Flavia de Luce—“part Harriet the Spy, part
9780812999235, 0812999231
Pub Date: 8/4/15, On Sale Date: 8/4
$7.99
416 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Mystery & Detective
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Violet Baudelaire from Lemony Snicket’s A Series of
Unfortunate Events” (The New York Times Book Review)
—takes her remarkable sleuthing prowess to the
unexpectedly unsavory world of Canadian boarding
schools in the captivating new mystery from
internationally bestselling author Alan Bradley.
Banished! is how twelve-year-old Flavia de Luce laments her
predicament, when her father and Aunt Felicity ship her off to
Miss Bodycote’s Female Academy, the boarding school that her
mother, Harriet, once ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Circling the Sun : A Novel
9780812999327, 0812999320
Pub Date: 7/28/15, On Sale Date: 7/28
$19.00
384 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
Speaking in Bones : A Novel
9780812999341, 0812999347
Pub Date: 7/21/15, On Sale Date: 7/21
$20.00
320 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Ballantine Books
Summary: NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR, BOOKPAGE, AND SHELF
AWARENESS • “Paula McLain is considered the new star of
historical fiction, and for good reason. Fans of The Paris Wife will
be captivated by Circling the Sun, which…is both beautifully
written and utterly engrossing.”—Ann Patchett, Country Living
Paula McLain, author of the phenomenal bestseller The Paris Wife,
now returns with her keenly anticipated new novel, transporting
readers to colonial Kenya in the 1920s. Circling the Sun brings to
l...

Bantam
Summary: INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER
No one speaks the language of suspense more brilliantly than
Kathy Reichs, author of the acclaimed Temperance Brennan
series. In Speaking in Bones, the forensic anthropologist finds
herself drawn into a world of dark secrets and dangerous beliefs,
where good and evil blur.
Professionally, Temperance Brennan knows exactly what to
do—test, analyze, identify. Her personal life is another story. She’s
at a loss, wondering how to answer police detective Andrew
Ryan’s marriage proposal. But the matter of matrimony tak...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Beautiful You
9781101872970, 1101872977
Pub Date: 7/14/15, On Sale Date: 7/14
$7.99
240 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Satire
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Anchor
Summary: Penny Harrigan is a low-level associate in a big
Manhattan law firm. She has an apartment, but no love life.
When C. Linus Maxwell, a mega-billionaire and international
playboy, invites her to dinner and then whisks her off to a hotel in
Paris, where he brings her to undreamed-of heights of sexual
gratification for days on end, Penny is, well, pleased. However,
when Penny discovers she is a test subject for a line of female
sex toys so effective that women by the millions are lining up
outside the stores to buy it on opening day, she u...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Saint Odd : An Odd Thomas Novel
9780812999105, 081299910X
Pub Date: 7/2/15, On Sale Date: 7/2
$7.99
432 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Prince Lestat
9781101872987, 1101872985
Pub Date: 7/2/15, On Sale Date: 7/2
$7.99
608 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Occult & Supernatural
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Gray Mountain : A Novel
9780812999266, 0812999266
Pub Date: 7/1/15, On Sale Date: 7/1
$8.99
480 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Bantam
Summary: Now available in paperback, the stunning final
adventure of “one of the most remarkable and appealing
characters in current fiction”(The Virginian-Pilot)—as #1
New York Times bestselling author Dean Koontz brings
the unforgettable odyssey of Odd Thomas, his most
popular hero, to its dazzling conclusion.
Since Odd Thomas left his simple life in the small town of Pico
Mundo, California, his journey has taken him to places strange
and wonderful, mysterious and terrifying. Again and again, he has
done what he had to do—for better or worse—w...

Anchor
Summary: The book that Anne Rice’s fans have been
waiting for, featuring the glorious return of Rice’s most
memorable character: Lestat. Picking up where Queen of
the Damned left us over a decade ago, this is a
triumphant new entry in the bestselling series that
re-established an entire genre.
The vampire world is in crisis. Old vampires, roused from slumber
in the earth are doing the bidding of a Voice commanding that
they indiscriminately burn vampire-mavericks in cities across the
globe, forcing a host of familiar characters must put aside th...

Dell
Summary: NO. 1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER
The year is 2008 and Samantha Kofer’s career at a huge Wall
Street law firm is on the fast track—until the recession hits and
she is downsized, furloughed, and escorted out of the building.
Samantha, though, is offered an opportunity to work at a legal
aid clinic for one year without pay, all for a slim chance of getting
rehired.
In a matter of days Samantha moves from Manhattan to Brady,
Virginia, population 2,200, in the heart of Appalachia, a part of the
world she has only read about. Samantha’s new job...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Essential Batman Encyclopedia
9781101965108, 110196510X
Pub Date: 6/16/15, On Sale Date: 6/16
$5.20
400 pages
Hardcover
Fiction / Science Fiction
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Del Rey
Summary: The ultimate guide to the man behind the mask…and
the mythology behind the man.
“Criminals are a superstitious, cowardly lot. So my disguise must
be able to strike terror into their hearts. I must be a creature of
the night, black, terrible…. I shall become a bat!” So declared
millionaire industrialist Bruce Wayne, orphaned as a boy by a
murderous thug and driven as a man to battle the scourge of
crime by becoming Batman. Batman swooped into popular culture
in 1939–and for nearly seventy years has thrilled audiences in
countless comics,...

Export Editions 2015_2016
China Rich Girlfriend : A Novel
9780385539104, 038553910X
Pub Date: 6/16/15, On Sale Date: 6/16
$19.00
400 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Asian American
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
Finding Audrey
9781101931257, 1101931256
Pub Date: 6/9/15, On Sale Date: 6/9
$17.00
304 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Romance
Territory: US,OpnMkt(no EU/CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
Dark Places (EXP) MM MOVIE TIE : A Novel
9780553418750, 0553418750
Pub Date: 6/2/15, On Sale Date: 6/2
$8.99
560 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Women
Sleuths
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Doubleday
Summary: Kevin Kwan, bestselling author of Crazy Rich
Asians, is back with a wickedly funny new novel of social
climbing, secret e-mails, art-world scandal, lovesick
billionaires, and the outrageous story of what happens
when Rachel Chu, engaged to marry Asia’s most eligible
bachelor, discovers her birthfather.
On the eve of her wedding to Nicholas Young, heir to one of the
greatest fortunes in Asia, Rachel should be over the moon. She
has a flawless Asscher-cut diamond from JAR, a wedding dress
she loves more than anything found in the sa...

Delacorte Press
Summary: A New York Times Bestseller
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Shopaholic
series comes a terrific blend of comedy, romance, and
psychological recovery in a contemporary YA novel sure to inspire
and entertain.
An anxiety disorder disrupts fourteen-year-old Audrey’s daily life.
She has been making slow but steady progress with Dr. Sarah,
but when Audrey meets Linus, her brother’s gaming teammate,
she is energized. She connects with him. Audrey can talk through
her fears with Linus in a way she’s never been able to do wit...

Crown
Summary: A move tie-in edition for Gillian Flynn’s New
York Times bestseller, Dark Places
Libby Day was seven when her mother and two sisters were
murdered in “The Satan Sacrifice of Kinnakee, Kansas.” She
survived—famously testifying that her 15-year-old brother, Ben,
was the killer. Twenty-five years later, Ben sits in prison and
troubled Libby lives off the dregs of a trust created by
well-wishers who’ve long forgotten her.
The Kill Club is a secret society obsessed with notorious crimes.
When they locate Libby and insist on Ben’s innocence, s...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Knockoff
9781101873908, 1101873906
Pub Date: 6/1/15, On Sale Date: 6/1
$12.99
352 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Contemporary Women
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Anchor
Summary: An outrageously stylish, wickedly funny novel
of fashion in the digital age, The Knockoff is the story of
Imogen Tate, editor in chief of Glossy magazine, who finds
her twentysomething former assistant Eve Morton
plotting to knock Imogen off her pedestal, take over her
job, and reduce the magazine, famous for its lavish
768-page September issue, into an app.
When Imogen returns to work at Glossy after six months away,
she can barely recognize her own magazine. Eve, fresh out of
Harvard Business School, has fired “the gray hairs,” put t...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Water Knife : A novel
9781101875490, 1101875496
Pub Date: 5/26/15, On Sale Date: 5/26
$20.00
384 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Knopf
Summary: WATER IS POWER
In the near future, the Colorado River has dwindled to a trickle.
Detective, assassin, and spy, Angel Velasquez “cuts” water for the
Southern Nevada Water Authority, ensuring that its lush arcology
developments can bloom in Las Vegas. When rumors of a
game-changing water source surface in Phoenix, Angel is sent
south, hunting for answers that seem to evaporate as the heat
index soars and the landscape becomes more and more
oppressive. There, he encounters Lucy Monroe, a hardened
journalist with her own agenda, and Maria ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
WaterBrook
Hiding in the Light : Why I Risked Everything to Leave Islam Summary: The compelling personal story of a teenage girl
who stood against her family’s faith to convert to
and Follow Jesus
9781601428394, 1601428391
Pub Date: 5/19/15, On Sale Date: 5/19
$14.99
240 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Personal
Memoirs
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Off the Page
9781101931240, 1101931248
Pub Date: 5/19/15, On Sale Date: 5/19
$15.00
384 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Romance
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Christianity and who gave up everything in her flight from
religious persecution.
In 2009 the story broke in national media of a teenage girl who
had run away from her Ohio home, claiming that her Muslim
father had threatened to kill her for refusing to renounce her
Christian faith. Her parents denied the charges and fought to have
her returned home, but she became a ward of the state, placed
into foster care until she was emancipated at a...

Delacorte Press
Summary: From #1 New York Times bestselling authors
Jodi Picoult and Samantha van Leer, OFF THE PAGE is a
tender and appealing YA novel filled with romance,
humor, and adventure.
Delilah and Oliver shouldn’t be together. But they are together.
And just as they’re getting used to the possibility that happily ever
after may really, truly be theirs, the universe sends them a
message they can’t ignore: they won’t be allowed to rewrite their
story.
Delilah and Oliver must decide how much they’re willing to risk for
love and what it takes to have a h...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Mad About Star Wars
9781101965115, 1101965118
Pub Date: 5/5/15, On Sale Date: 5/5
$3.60
160 pages
Hardcover
Humor / Form / Comic Strips & Cartoons
Territory: World

Del Rey

Export Editions 2015_2016
I Take You (EXP)
9780804187244, 080418724X
Pub Date: 5/5/15, On Sale Date: 5/5
$21.00
320 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Contemporary Women
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
Colorless Tsukuru Tazaki and His Years of Pilgrimage
9781101911266, 1101911263
Pub Date: 5/5/15, On Sale Date: 5/5
$12.99
400 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Magical Realism
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Crown
Summary: Meet Lily Wilder: New Yorker, lawyer
extraordinaire, blushing bride. And totally incapable of
being faithful to one man.
Lily’s fiancé Will is a brilliant, handsome archaeologist. Lily is
sassy, impulsive, fond of a good drink (or five) and has no
business getting married. Lily likes Will, but does she love him?
Will loves Lily, but does he know her? As the wedding approaches,
Lily’s nights—and mornings, and afternoons—of booze, laughter
and questionable decisions become a growing reminder that the
happiest day of her life might tu...

Vintage
Summary: A New York Times #1 Bestseller
A New York Times and Washington Post notable book, and
one of the Financial Times, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Slate,
Mother Jones, The Daily Beast, and BookPage's best books
of the year
Colorless Tsukuru Tazaki and His Years of Pilgrimage is the
long-awaited new novel—a book that sold more than a million
copies the first week it went on sale in Japan—from the awardwinning, internationally best-selling author Haruki Murakami.
Here he gives us the remarkable story of Tsukuru Tazaki, a young
man haunted by a gre...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Book of Aron : A novel
9781101875483, 1101875488
Pub Date: 5/5/15, On Sale Date: 5/5
$20.00
272 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
Leaving Time : A Novel
9780553841374, 0553841378
Pub Date: 4/28/15, On Sale Date: 4/28
$7.99
480 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Contemporary Women
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Knopf
Summary: The acclaimed National Book Award finalist—“one of
the United States’ finest writers,” according to Joshua Ferris, “full
of wit, humanity, and fearless curiosity”—now gives us a novel
that will join the short list of classics about children caught up in
the Holocaust.
Aron, the narrator, is an engaging if peculiar and unhappy young
boy whose family is driven by the German onslaught from the
Polish countryside into Warsaw and slowly battered by
deprivation, disease, and persecution. He and a handful of boys
and girls risk their lives by ...

Ballantine Books
Summary: Throughout her blockbuster career, no. 1
internationally bestselling author Jodi Picoult has seamlessly
blended nuanced characters, riveting plots, and rich prose,
brilliantly creating stories that “not only provoke the mind but
touch the flawed souls in all of us” (The Boston Globe). Now, in
her highly anticipated new book, she has delivered her most
affecting novel yet—and one unlike anything she’s written before.
For more than a decade, Jenna Metcalf has never stopped
thinking about her mother, Alice, who mysteriously disappeared
in...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Personal : A Jack Reacher Novel
9780812999075, 081299907X
Pub Date: 4/28/15, On Sale Date: 4/28
$7.99
544 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Dell
Summary: With nine straight #1 New York Times
bestsellers and over 17 million copies in print in the
United States alone, it’s easy to see why the New York
Times has anointed Lee Child as “the best thriller writer
of the moment”. Now, the latest adventure of world’s
most beloved vigilante hero, Jack Reacher, is available in
paperback.
Lee Child is a bestselling juggernaut, and his iconic hero Jack
Reacher has been dubbed “one of the most enduring action
heroes on the American landscape.” (The New York Times). With
each new entry, critics fall ha...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Narrow Road to Deep North
9781101911679, 1101911670
Pub Date: 4/14/15, On Sale Date: 4/14
$9.99
416 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / War & Military
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Adultery
9781101872215, 1101872217
Pub Date: 4/7/15, On Sale Date: 4/7
$8.99
272 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US,CAN,OpnMkt(no EU)

Vintage
Summary: Winner of the 2014 Man Booker Prize, author of the
hugely acclaimed Gould's Book of Fish: a magisterial,
Rashomon-like novel of love and war that traces the life of one
man from World War II to the present.

Vintage
Summary: I want to change. I need to change. I’m
gradually losing touch with myself.
Adultery, the provocative new novel by Paulo Coelho, best-selling
author of The Alchemist and Eleven Minutes, explores the
question of what it means to live life fully and happily, finding the
balance between life’s routine and the desire for something new.

From the Hardcover edition.

Export Editions 2015_2016
Perfidia
9781101872994, 1101872993
Pub Date: 4/7/15, On Sale Date: 4/7
$14.00
720 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Vintage
Summary: “One of the great American writers of our
time” (Los Angeles Times Book Review) delivers a brilliant
crime story and a masterful historical novel in this pulsepounding, as-it-happens narrative unfolding over the
twenty-three days after Pearl Harbor.
America stands at the brink of World War II. Last hopes for peace
are shattered when Japanese squadrons bomb Pearl Harbor. Los
Angeles has been a haven for loyal Japanese-Americans—but
now, war fever and racial hatred grip the city and the Japanese
internment begins. The hellish murder of a...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Black Reckoning
9780385755788, 0385755783
Pub Date: 4/7/15, On Sale Date: 4/7
$12.00
432 pages
Trade Paperback
Juvenile Fiction / Fantasy & Magic
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Knopf Books for Young Readers
Summary: The final book in the bestselling Books of
Beginning trilogy that began with The Emerald Atlas,
which the New York Times called “a new Narnia for the
tween set.”
The adventures of siblings Kate, Michael, and Emma come to a
stunning conclusion when they must find the last Book of
Beginning—the Book of Death—before the Dire Magnus does, for
when all three books are united, their combined power will be
unstoppable.
Soon Emma is on a journey to places both worldly and
otherworldly, confronting terrifying monsters and ghosts, and
what is dark...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Shopaholic to the Stars : A Novel
9780812999174, 0812999177
Pub Date: 3/24/15, On Sale Date: 3/24
$8.99
496 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Humorous
Territory: US,CAN,OpnMkt(no EU)

Export Editions 2015_2016
Becoming Steve Jobs : The Evolution of a Reckless Upstart
into a Visionary Leader
9780804138369, 0804138362
Pub Date: 3/24/15, On Sale Date: 3/24
$19.00
464 pages
Trade Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Business
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Island of Dr. Libris
9780553538434, 0553538438
Pub Date: 3/24/15, On Sale Date: 3/24
$13.50
256 pages
Trade Paperback
Juvenile Fiction / Books & Libraries
Territory: World

Dell
Summary: New York Times bestseller and the first new
Shopaholic in four years in which Sophie Kinsella’s many
fans will find Becky Bloomwood in LA, hilariously
challenged by the culture, the celebrity, and the fleeting
nature of fame.
Becky Bloomwood has stars in her eyes. She and daughter Minnie
have joined her husband Luke in LA—city of outsized egos, gated
mansions, and the relentless pursuit of publicity. Luke is there to
help manage the career of famous actress Sage Seymour—while
Becky, wanting to make it on her own, is convinced she is mea...

Crown Business
Summary: Based on the hugely popular cover story about
Steve Jobs in Fast Company in May 2012, this is the
behind the scenes account of how Steve Jobs arguably
became the most famous and visionary CEO in history.
Award-winning journalist Brent Schlender and veteran
editor Rick Tetzeli have interviewed friends, industry
insiders, and the people who knew Jobs best throughout
his evolution as a CEO and leader. In addition Schlender,
who knew Jobs personally for 25 years, has over 100
hours of interview tapes with Jobs to draw on, many
hours of whi...

Random House Books for Young Readers
Summary: New from the author of Escape from Mr.
Lemoncello’s Library and coauthor of the I Funny series
with James Patterson! Celebrate the power of imagination
with this action-packed New York Times bestseller that
shows that sometimes the real story starts after you close
the book!
What if your favorite characters came to life? Billy’s spending the
summer in a lakeside cabin that belongs to the mysterious Dr.
Libris. But something strange is going on. Besides the security
cameras everywhere, there’s Dr. Libris’s private bookcase.
Whenever Bi...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Hausfrau : A Novel
9780812999181, 0812999185
Pub Date: 3/17/15, On Sale Date: 3/17
$20.00
336 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Random House
Summary: NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY SAN FRANCISCO
CHRONICLE, THE HUFFINGTON POST, AND SHELF
AWARENESS • “In Hausfrau, Anna Karenina goes Fifty
Shades with a side of Madame Bovary.”—Time
“A debut novel about Anna, a bored housewife who, like
her Tolstoyan namesake, throws herself into a
psychosexual journey of self-discovery and tragedy.”—O:
The Oprah Magazine
“Sexy and insightful, this gorgeously written novel opens
a window into one woman’s desperate soul.”—People
Anna was a good wife, mostly. For reade...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Utopia of Rules : On Technology, Stupidity, and the
Secret Joys of Bureaucracy
9781612194486, 1612194486
Pub Date: 3/10/15, On Sale Date: 3/10
$20.00
272 pages
Trade Paperback
Social Science / Anthropology
Territory: World except US

Melville House
Summary: From the author of the international bestseller
Debt: The First 5,000 Years comes a revelatory account of
the way bureaucracy rules our lives
Where does the desire for endless rules, regulations, and
bureaucracy come from? How did we come to spend so much of
our time filling out forms? And is it really a cipher for state
violence?
To answer these questions, the anthropologist David Graeber—one
of our most important and provocative thinkers—traces the
peculiar and unexpected ways we relate to bureaucracy today,
and reveals how it shape...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Shadow Scale
9780553533811, 0553533819
Pub Date: 3/10/15, On Sale Date: 3/10
$15.00
608 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Fantasy
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
The Buried Giant : A novel
9781101875476, 110187547X
Pub Date: 3/3/15, On Sale Date: 3/3
$20.00
336 pages
Trade Paperback
Fiction / Literary
Territory: US,OpnMkt(no EU/CAN)

Random House Books for Young Readers
Summary: Seraphina took the literary world by storm
with 8 starred reviews and numerous “Best of” lists. At
last, her eagerly awaited sequel has arrived—and with it
comes an epic battle between humans and dragons.
The kingdom of Goredd: a world where humans and dragons
share life with an uneasy balance, and those few who are both
human and dragon must hide the truth. Seraphina is one of these,
part girl, part dragon, who is reluctantly drawn into the politics of
her world. When war breaks out between the dragons and
humans, she must travel the ...

Knopf
Summary: From the author of Never Let Me Go and the
Booker Prize-winning The Remains of the Day
The Romans have long since departed and Britain is steadily
declining into ruin. But, at least, the wars that once ravaged the
country have ceased. Axl and Beatrice, a couple of elderly Britons,
decide that now is the time, finally, for them to set off across this
troubled land of mist and rain to find the son they have not seen
for years, the son they can scarcely remember. They know they
will face many hazards—some strange and otherworldly—but
they...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Bantam
Bones Never Lie (with bonus novella Swamp Bones) : A Novel Summary: Her biggest and best suspense novel yet in the
9780553841435, 0553841432
Pub Date: 2/17/15, On Sale Date: 2/17
$8.99
512 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Temperance Brennan series—and her Bantam debut—from
the #1 New York Times bestselling author and forensic
anthropologist.
Temperance “Tempe” Brennan is back and better than ever in the
seventeenth thriller in Kathy Reichs’s series. The forensic
investigator—still tough, still fascinating—will be up to her old
tricks even as Reichs takes the series in a new direction that will
delight her many fans. Among other surprises, fans will finally
meet Tempe’s much discussed (but never seen) mother ...

Export Editions 2015_2016
Harmony
Beyond Willpower : The Secret Principle to Achieving Success Summary: Did you know that most self-help programs that
follow the standard success blueprint have a 97% failure rate?
in Life, Love, and Happiness
9780804187947, 0804187940
Pub Date: 2/10/15, On Sale Date: 2/10
$18.00
288 pages
Trade Paperback
Self-Help / Personal Growth / Success
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Seeker
9780553535495, 0553535498
Pub Date: 2/10/15, On Sale Date: 2/10
$13.50
448 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Science Fiction
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
The City : A Novel
9780812999129, 0812999126
Pub Date: 2/3/15, On Sale Date: 2/3
$7.99
512 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

The truth is that the typical personal improvement mantra of
tapping into your willpower and activating the power of positive
thinking is actually a recipe for failure. In Beyond Willpower,
bestselling author and psychological counselor Alexander Loyd,
PhD, ND, reveals a unique, highly effective program to help you
finally achieve the life you want and the success you deserve.
Science has proven that stress, or internal f...

Delacorte Press
Summary: “Katniss and Tris would approve.”
—TeenVogue.com
The night Quin Kincaid takes her Oath, she will become what she
has trained to be her entire life. She will become a Seeker. This is
her legacy, and it is an honor.
As a Seeker, Quin will fight beside her two closest companions,
Shinobu and John, to protect the weak and the wronged.
Together they will stand for light in a shadowy world.
And she'll be with the boy she loves--who's also her best friend.
But the night Quin takes her Oath, everything changes.
Being a Seeker is not w...

Bantam
Summary: INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER
Dean Koontz is at the peak of his acclaimed powers with
this major new novel.
The city changed my life and showed me that the world is deeply
mysterious. I need to tell you about her and some terrible things
and wonderful things and amazing things that happened…and
how I am still haunted by them. Including one night when I died
and woke and lived again.
Here is the riveting, soul-stirring story of Jonah Kirk, son of an
exceptional singer, grandson of a formidable “piano man,” a
musical prodigy beginning to explo...

Export Editions 2015_2016
The One & Only : A Novel
9780812999136, 0812999134
Pub Date: 2/1/15, On Sale Date: 2/1
$7.99
528 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Contemporary Women
Territory: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)

Export Editions 2015_2016
Cop Town : A Novel
9780812999228, 0812999223
Pub Date: 1/27/15, On Sale Date: 1/27
$8.99
464 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Export Editions 2015_2016
Flashpoints : The Emerging Crisis in Europe
9780385539722, 038553972X
Pub Date: 1/27/15, On Sale Date: 1/27
$20.00
288 pages
Trade Paperback
Political Science / Geopolitics
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Ballantine Books
Summary: The #1 New York Times bestselleing novel
about love, loss, and the ties that bind from the
bestselling author of Where We Belong, Something
Borrowed, and Baby Proof.
Shea has always lived in the orbit of her best friend Lucy Carr’s
family. Lucy’s parents had been Walker University’s prettiest
cheerleader and star quarterback, and Lucy’s dad went on to
become the indomitable and beloved Coach Carr, one of the
winning-est coaches in college football. Mrs. Carr was the elegant
and kind all-around surrogate mother, fundraiser, and therapist...

Dell
Summary: The critically acclaimed and New York Times
bestselling master of suspense delivers her first stand
alone novel, a thrilling tale of crime and struggle set in
Atlanta in the mid-1970s.
Atlanta, 1974. It’s Kate Murphy’s first day on the job and the
Atlanta Police Department is seething after the murder of an
officer. Before the day has barely begun, she already suspects
she’s not cut out for the job as a cop. Her male uniform is too big,
she can’t handle a gun, and she’s rapidly learning that the APD is
hardly a place that welcomes women...

Doubleday
Summary: A major new book by New York Times
bestselling author and geopolitical forecaster George
Friedman (The Next 100 Years), with a bold thesis about
coming events in Europe. This provocative work examines
“flashpoints,” unique geopolitical hot spots where
tensions have erupted throughout history, and where
conflict is due to emerge again.
“There is a temptation, when you are around George
Friedman, to treat him like a Magic 8 Ball.” —The New York
Times Magazine
With remarkable accuracy, George Friedman has forecasted
coming trends in global...

Export Editions 2015_2016
All the Bright Places
9780553533583, 0553533584
Pub Date: 1/6/15, On Sale Date: 1/6
$13.50
400 pages
Trade Paperback
Young Adult Fiction / Social Themes /
Depression
Territory: US, Canada, Open Mkt

Knopf Books for Young Readers
Summary: “A do not miss for fans of Eleanor and Park and
The Fault in Our Stars, and basically anyone who can
breathe.”—Justine Magazine
A New York Times bestseller
Soon to be a major motion picture starring Elle Fanning!
A 2016 Zoella Book Club Pick!
Theodore Finch is fascinated by death, and he constantly thinks
of ways he might kill himself. But each time, something good, no
matter how small, stops him.
Violet Markey lives for the future, counting the days until
graduation, when she can escape her Indiana town and her
aching grief in the wake o...
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Delacorte Press
Summary: The #1 New York Times bestseller and sequel
to Steelheart—a novel that James Dashner called
“fantastic.” Brandon Sanderson, the author of Words of
Radiance, coauthor of Robert Jordan’s The Wheel of Time
series, and creator of the internationally bestselling
Mistborn trilogy, presents the second book in the
Reckoners series: Firefight. And don’t miss Calamity, the
exciting conclusion to the Reckoners series available
now!
Newcago is free.
They told David it was impossible, that even the Reckoners had
never killed a High Epic. Yet St...

